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PROPHETS PICK
FOR

When the people adopted the constit- PROHIBSISAY IT
CABINET
was with that understandini!
ution-it
and bolief. The provisions of this bill
MR. WILSON
A VICTORY
must, us it seems to me, be a disap
pointment lu uiem, uei;ttiit;,
Washington, D. C, March 1. Sevcf the expenses of the county govern-ment being reduced, they will bo con- - PASSAGE OF HOUSE. JOINT RESOLUTION eral Democratic leaders' in congress
I
siderably increased.
confidence
oi
FOR STATEWIDE! known to enjoy the
NO 20 PROVIDING
In view Of the gerat tax burden un- President-elec- t
'
Wilson, declared to- nnnmniTiAU
itirimtfriiT
nirmrn:
ti'efwhtch" the people are laboring,
ritumoiiiun . nmtnumtm ruMta; ,ltlJ
they were confident that Henry
and' of which they bitterly complain,
WHITE KIBBONtKS: '
Jacksoii Waters, president of the Kan- it deems to mo that we are not justij sas
at:
State Agricultural
college,
fied in providing $40,000 annually for
Kansas, was foremost in!
The
county officers iu excess of liberal
prohibitionists are greatly! Manhattan,
s
consideration for
compensation for the work, performed, pleased over tbi passage by the house tne president-elect'WILL BE SECOND ARMY DIVISION IS
WHICH
OF which is done by this bill. This oc- - yesterday --of a:: resolution providing! tne D08t
secretary of ..agriculture.
BIG MILITARY
MACHINE
SENATE SENDS MEASURE BACK, THE OBJECTIONS OF THE GOVERNOR
Mr. Waters, a Missouriari by natlvi-in counties of the first and for Hie submission of an amendment
curs
chiefly
HURRY IT
BROUGHT BY MANY TRAINS -- MAJOR GENERAL CARTER, IN COMMAND,
TO
BUT
EFFORT
MEXICO
NEW
NOTWITHSTANDING,
ty. is said to have the friendship of
second classes, though there is con- - to the state constitution for state-widthird-clasas well as of William
assert
that
Clark,
coun
the
in
Speaker
of
prohibition.
They,
it
tlmj
siderable
HEART
EACH UNIT BY TELEPHONE AS IT ARRIVES.
DIRECTS
THROUGH
LOWER BRANCH RESULTS IN SUDDEN CHANGE OF
' lis a victory for prohibition and that It; .1. Bryan. Department of agriculture
tjes.
Assessors alone in all the counties, p 111 eventually result in the people officials here regard him as one ot the
BY OLD GUARD.
obtain $18,000 more than justice registering at the polls their verdict) leading agricultural scientists of the
en the liquor traffic in this state. Thej middle west. Those leaders who knew
mid fairness would give them.
IN MEXICO CITY ASK
House! of his candidacy today considered his AMERICANS
of this resolution
s
counties $1000 is pro- adoption
In
Joint Resolution No. 20 was follow selection as practically settled.
it
is
while
vided
for
wjU
treasurer,
BURSUM AND SPIESS CONSPICUOUS
REDFIELD?
Known that in four of the six counties ed by the tabling indefinitely of the
.jg
UNITED STATES TO AID IN PEACE
Mr. Chrisman.
in this class tho work Is practically county option bill by
New York, March 1. The Brooklyn
was
The
bill
of
the
precedpassage
ON FLOOR WHILE MAJOR
entirely done by deputies who receiv? ed by much oratory both for and Eagle makes the unqualified announceI
ment this afternoon in a special disfrom $1200 to $2000, leaving a net sum
against the amendment, but the vote
from
!o the treasurer of from $2000 to $2S00
that
RcpreWashington,
Texas City, Texas, March 1. The . 3,500 REBELS SURRENDER.
resulted 35 in the affirmative and 10 patch
sentative Win. O. Hedfield' of Brook- for bearing the honor conferred by the in Iha iicroHi'a
Official reports state that 3300 reb.nil
Thn
big
military machine which will be
.
When the veto message was read people.
'yn 1HS "eeu on"ere(l ail(l nas acccpt- the second army division was
els have surrendered in the states of
Governor McDonald has vetoed the
followsiif
today
s
eu me position ot secretary ot coincounties would
Sheriffs In
county salaries- bill officially known in the house, Mr. Chaves moved that
into Galveston and Texas City Puebla and Vera Cruz, 1900 in the
Ayes M. C. de Baca, Boulwar'
iiir.i.po It, WrtrtlrrMi- - YVltcnna nnhlnut poured
'
the measure be taken up for consid- receive .iow un.iy, m bccu.iu-uiubas senate bill 'No. 104.
which at times choked tho state of Mexico, and a number of
trains
nurg
Campbell
by
LUBflUUS,
Carter,
The wild news swept from one eration. There was an almost unani- counties .wu aim in uiu u c.ush cuuu- - chrisman, Clancy, Cooney. Cordova
Representative Uedfickl declined to- - various lines of railway which con- small detachments in many o tho
other slates.
Downs.- Evans. Gace. fiarcia.
county to another yesterday evening mous vote to take up the measure, ties $2000.
(innd - 'day to admit or deny that he would verge here.
considGeneral Felipe Angeles, who was
Under the head of jailer, third-clasby telegraph and telephone and caus- the Democrats voting for its
Gurule, Hilton, House Llewellyn, ue a member of President Wilson's
Soldiers
horses
in
marching,
this week appointed military attache
His name was persistently
ed a general slump in the feelings of eration for the purpose of getting the counties are allowed only $400, which jj0bato, Lopez, Manzanares, Martinez ' cabinet.
and
loads
of
great
equipment to Belgium, was today formally chargRogers' speculated In the house as a very troops
Nichols
many of the foremost county officials. measure before the house, as was ex- is not sufficient to employ a man who Uf0reno Mullens
spread from the railway ter- ed with the "unwarranted execution
can bo considered safe for handling Skidmore, Smith, Toombs, Tucker, strong possibility for the post of quickly
This feeling of dejection was add- plained by Mr. Smith.
minals to the appointed places in
ed to by the Information, that while BUT LLEWELLYN MOVED
prisoners; and at the same time $S00 Tully, Vargas, Young and Mr. Speak-- : secretary of. commerce, but to all his Camp Crockett at Galveston and tlu of Miguel Garduna, during the flghr.-inin the capital." Garduna's uncle
colleagues he stated that lie knew
TO ADJOURN THE HOUSE, is provided to pay a deputy district er.
the senate had promptly passed the
headquarters camp here.
is governor of the state of Mexico.
it.
these
when
about
each
of
Cat-;
c
in
had
M.
E.
confident
counties,
erk
nothing
measure over the governor's veto by
that
Nays
Baca, Bhmchnrd,
they
Apparently
Major General Wm. H. Carter, comAlthough the government troops
a vote of 19 to 6, the Old Guard .lead- votes sufficient to pass the bill, the it is a well known fact that, except roti, 'Chaves, Lucero, Montoya, Qulm: "I have nothing to say," was his
second division, estab- have taken possession of the city of
manding
sufficient
a
manthe
to
muster
district court, tana, Sanchez, Tripp and Trujillo.
ers had failed
stand pat element at once began
remark when told of the published lished histhe
during terms of
headquarters temporarily Aguas Calientes, Governor Fuentes da
There were a large number of tem-- announcements.
vote In the house and the house had euvering towards that Vnd.
Major there is very little work to be done.
in ah office building. He directs each nas made his escape to the hills with
The county officers are presumed to perance advocates on ihe floor of the
suddenly adjourned without taking, Llewellyn opened the bill by a short
unit by telephone as it arrives and a small following. He took all the
any action on the bill. The Old Guard speech in which he asserted his great g ve their entire time to the per- legislative house during the consider
moves into place.
available state funds with him.
IN
DAY
CONGRESS.
THE
have
ation
will
the
measure
of
and
the
his
its
and
assert
that
of
duties
their
for
of
offices,
the governor
formance
the
they
leaders
passage
friendship
GONZALES IS FREE,
on
THIS
GOVERNOR
:
was
SAFE.
ap-an
bill
marked
to
vote
of
for and in counties where a competent
outburst
votes to crowd the
through,
by
steadfast resolve never
KI Paso, Texas, March 1.
Abraham
Tucson, Ariz., March 1. Governor
Monday. Opponents of the bill assert anything that would separate the gov man is unable to perform all the du- filause. The prohibitionists opposed
SENATE.
Gonzales, the Chihuahua governor
that the house will not pass it over J eruor from any 0( the functions of his ties of his office, provision should he the county option measure in the fornr Senator Martin issued call for Dem Jose Maria Maytorona, deposed gover- deposed
and jailed, is a free man t
nor of Sonora, 1ms arrived safely at a
the governor's veto. Governor Mc- high office. He said he had known the made for deputies whose compensn- - presented In the house ami conlend- - ocratic caucus for March 5.
day at Chihuahua City. Charges o;
American
small
town
border
near
Donald says nothing"' except to state governor for 32 years and that he liv- tion should be distinct and separate fd for straight out prohibition by a
Adopted conference report on army
sedition held against him by tho mill-- I
vote of the people.
that his veto message is self explana- ed in Lincoln county when the gov- fiom that of the county officers.
bill, carrying $94,266,-145- . Nogales, Arizona.
appropriation
tary authorities are said to have been
The
B.
H.
house
yesterday passed
ernor first came to New Mexico. But
Automobiles set out today from cancelled on
I believe this bill is wrong in printory.
promise that Gonzales
N'o.
Mr.
Toombs
a
full
206, by
Creating
he urged the passage of the bill as- ciple and unfair in the details as they
There were three versions in
Filibuster by Senator; NewlandB here to meet linn, 'the governor s would use his Influence to make peace
fund for the encouragement of agri
af- have been worked out.
not
could
the
house
force and effect Saturday morning
A
is
net
that
here.
serting
Hermosillo,
u the border state. Before his release
salary
prevented adoption of river and har family already
the last day left to the governor for ford to waste any more time on the should be provided, so far as prac- cultural, horticultural industries, etc.! bor appropriation bill conference re- the Sonora state capital, is reported yesterday he issued a proclamation m
most
and
first
The
bill.
on
He
said that by compari- ticable, for all county officers, and
the
action
salary bill.
which he accepted the Mexico City
quiet today.
port.
generally circulated one was that the son with the Did. fee system it saveJ compensation in each case should be
HOUSE.
Washington, I). C., March 1, A re- government. The former governor, it
a
IMPORTANT MEETING
X
so much money that the people
governor would let the bill become
commensurate with the services to be
Passed Webb liquor shipment bill quest to the people of the United !s said, will make a tour of the state
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. X over president's veto, 244 to 95.
it. He quoted fluently from i.erformed.
law by limitation; another was that
States "to extend all possible aid and and attempt to establish order by arThere will be an important X
he would sign the bill but this report Mr. Holt's speech in the senate a
to the Mexican peo- gument.
encouragement
was not given general credence. The short time before.
meeting of the Chamber of Com- - X
Already many groups of state
ple in their eflorts to establish good
bill.
the
SO
veto
would
Mr.
X
7:
X merce Tuesday evening at
In the meantime Mr. Bursum,
third was that he
government" is contained in a resolu- troops have mutinied and a new revo
cono'clock and all members of the
But It was the general report among Spiess, Mr. Holt and others were
tion published by the American colony lutionary party called ConstitutionalN organization are urged to make X
In Mexico City today.
county officials that the governor had spicuous about the house.
ists, has sprung up.
,f,
S a special effort to be present. V,
gtven up and that he was going to left BLANCHARD THROWS
ORDERED TO MEXICO CITY.
Americans
The
held
a
mass
moe'
This session is one of the most
the bill become a law and take no. ac, DOWN GAUNTLET.
Douglas, Ariz., .March 1. Mexican
lng last night . Speakers deprecated
It.
on
X important in the history of the X;
tion
house member
W. E. Blanchard,
the publication in the 1'nlted States of Consul K. V. Auayii, was today form
The governor did not discuss the from Lincoln county, delivered what
and it is X ,
X Chamber at
articles misrepresenting the Mexican ally nceuscd by his government of
wheret
X considered so vitai"Fuat' every
salary bill but in some manner "leak-lng"people. Statemeiris that durincprobably the ultimatum of'tbs
having V'oispired to hi ir.gfcout inter- by Information has a habit of
street fighting American
S member having the good of the Xl
Old Guard Republican regime in the i
citizens
vention by the United States and was"'
the state'capltol, members of house following the speech of Mr. Lie- X city at heart should be there. X
Bought safety under the British flag ordered to appear in Mexico City to
the Republican majority apparently wellyn. He asserted that it was this
also were denounced.
X The death of John 8. Harris, X
answer the charge. Instead Anaya
veto
a
message
apprehended that
nus
bill or a highei onethat the house
X secretary oi tne cnamoer,
United States Ambassador Wilson turned over his office to his vice con- because
for
them
'might be in store
members couldtake their choice and j
X left the organization without any X
was praised by the gathering "for euI and announoed himself resigned
when the senate met Friday afternoon, that if they did not vote t pass this
with intentions to remain on this side
OF AP- X one in charge of .its office and X AFTER SIXTEEN YEARS AWAY FROM noble and patriotic services."
EXECUTIVE DISAPPROVES
a recess was taken and the Republi- bill, they would not pass"
other!
X there are other matters that will X
General Campos and his force of of the border.
WITH
FOREGATHER
DEMOCRATS
can members Immediately went into bill. This bill or nothing, was a con- - j
ATIT,
MORE
PROPRIATING
1200 men, seasoned by a year's service
$500X admit of no delay.
Many mat- X
U. 8. SAILORS ARFEETED.
the selate cise summary of Blanchard's
caucus. They
reiu Orozco's army, will join the gov
X ters will be discussed at the X
Vera Cruz, Mex., March 1. The arCOUNTY
MUCH
PLEAfURE-COLFAMEMthe
to
In
time
HOUSE
hear
FEES
FOR
TORNEY
chamber about
j
marks.
ernment troops under General Aubert rest by federal soldiurs early today
not X
X meeting Tuesday that can
veto message which had juft been
in a campaign against the rebel gov- six American seamen fnm the Ward
Mr. Chrisman, erstwhile good govX be delayed for another session X
ROW TAKEN UP.
BRIBERY.
OF
BERS
ACCUSED
tttce.
sent up from the executive
from San Juar.
ernment member
ernor, Carranza, in the state of Coah-uil- liner Monterey, following tho firing
X and those who fail to attend will X
- As soon as the message Had been county probably advanced the mobt
X
according to war department ad- of a shot near the custom house,
X miss an important session.
vices today from Torreon.
read, Mr. Holt, Republican floor lead unique of all the arguments used in
brought a vigorous pro4.?dt from Wil
GOOD ATTENDANCE
With this additional force. Genera' Tam Canada, American consul. The
er, arose and moved that the bill be favor of tills bill. He assorted that BIG CALENDAR IS
Aubert will have
five men were thereupon released and an
passed, the objections of the governor Tie favored the county salaries in the
AT THIS MEETING thousand men in approximately
TAKEN IIP TODAY
his column and apology offered by the military comto the contrary notwithstanding, measure because the county officers
should have little difficulty In sup- mander. Evidence showed they were
which Is the usual motion to pass ov-e- r would expend the money in their
the veto.
pressing the revolt. Carranza is sup all unarmed and sobei.
home counties, they would not take
The pie counter looks good to the posed to command
The governor this afternoon sent
Then began: a debate which lasted it to Japan or China as did the orienonly 2000 men.
DECLARED A HOAX.
faithful members of old Democracy if
Alberto Guajuardo, a commander of
San Antonio, Texas, March 1. Tho
nearly two hours at the end of which tals employed in California but would to the legislative senate, his second
D, C, March 1. Presi- cue were to
Washington,
the
candidates,
by
Judge
Irregulars, and a close friend of Car- purported resignation of the late Presthe bill passed the senate by a vote put it into circulation among the mer- veto message in two days when he dent Taft today presented to Captain
of ranza, has
joined the Coahuila rebel- ident Madero was today declared by
disapproved of senate substitute for Arthur H. Rostron the gold medal au- orothers of candidates and sons
of 19 to 5, sufficient to put itinto chants and people generally.
iri
Fe
Santa
lion. He occupies, with 600 men, the R. V.
effect withoutthe approval of the gov- These remarks were heartily", ap- house joint resolution number nine, thorized by congress for his courage candidates foregathering
Pesquiera, a member of the
mining camps at Las Esperanzas, Mexican chamber of deputies, to be
ernor. .'
plauded by some of the house- mem- giving four house members arrested and gallantry in rescuing the surviv- today.
office
are
a
"What
candidate
Muscuiz
briband
of
on
Ahuita.
you
Bession
first
the
.
c forgery by those who killed Madero,
The vote stood;
charges
bers. But at this point something ap- at
ors of the Titanic and bringing them
was a frequent question heard
Francisca Villa, who has
aimed to give the color of legality to
Bowman,'' Burns, peared to have happened to the move- ery $500 for additional attorney fees. safely' to New York on his ship, the for?"
Ayes: Abeytia,
n
hotel
lobbies
this
the
morning.
The governor vetoed a similar proto have joined the Huerta administration. Pequiera
Mexico, is thought
The president made a
Doepp. Gallegos, ment to pass the bill over the veto of
Clark, Crampton,
Carpathia.
The meeting of the Democratic former Governor Maytoreua, of the is now a
first sessiou of the
brief speech, quoting the report of the
refugee in San Antonio. He
Hartt, Hinkle, Holt, Ilfeld, Laughren, the governor. Mr. Llewellyn sudden- vision at the
He gave as his reason for senate investigating committee
to Mate central committee and Its exe- state of Sonora, who is in possession asserted that Madero and Vice PresiMiera, Navarro, Page, Pankey, Ro- ly moved to adjourn the house. The
the second veto that he had been un- show the bravery, the painstaking cutive committee here today is one of Agua Prieta, Nacozurl and Front-era- dent Suarez were killed because they
motion to adjourn would have
mero, Sulzer and Walton.
on the International border.
refused to resign.
the house in recess until ' 10 able to find any developments during care and the kindliness exhibited by of the largest in years and there was
Nays: Alldredge, Barth, Evans, Mcwould cause him - to
Democratic
of
enthusiasm
that
more
the
rle.nty
year
was
hs
Mr.
a
o'clock
It
Rostron.
record,
Chaves,
today.
,
Captain
Coy, Mabry.
he ' Old thoughtful of the situation than Mr. change his mind. The veto message said, worthy of the best traditions when the members assembled in the
Democrats voting wjth
exrupreme court rooms at the capitol.
of England's seafarers.
Guard Republicans were: DOepp, H in-- , Llewellyn however,-- ' moved to adjourn was referred to the committee on
it was as Captain Rostron, in reply, thanked There are. a number of important
'.'
until 2 p. m. Monday and this motion ecutive communications,
'.
kle, Walton.
First
Y
was declared to have carried on a follows:
the president, congress, and the peo questions up for consideration.
Mr. Hinkle defended the bill by
in importance, Is the question of fed-- f
vote.
1913.
voce
Feb.
viva
America.
28,
of
N,
M.,
Sauta
Fe,
was
the
ple
believed
it
;
that he
ral opointments and there are numThe veto message of the governor The Hon. President of the Senate and
best bill obtainable and that he did
New York, March 1. The wide- to watch them afterward, and learn
berless
candidates for each job. This
as
state..
of
follows:
is
the
and
men
these
Members
(he
measure
not believe that any better
attention which has been Dr. Friedman's method. He has
- spread
resolu1913.
H.
N.
a
offered
J.
Feb.
Crist
i.lternoon
29,
Santa
M.,
Fe,
Respectfully,
,
could be secured. Hhe said that the
'
to tuberculosis serum of Dr. claimed that within a week the benedrawn
without
Honorable
President
and
herewith
Tc
the
return
I
approval
members had worked for five months
Freiderich Friedman, the German bac- ficial effects of the serum will be apGovernor.
Members of
Senate Substitute for House Resolu
(Continued on page eight).
on this bill and that he believed its deteriologist will be brought to a climax parent,
"Ar.
:',...,
entitled
Nine
Number
tion
Gentlemen
(9),
salaries
a
mean
feat would
higher
next week. The announcement is
I return herewith without approval Act Appropriating Five Hundred Dol
J
wo.
will
Dr.
that
nade
Friedman
today
lars to Reimburse J. P, Lucero, Man
Senator Barth spoke at length Senate Bill No. 104, entitled "An Act vel
open offices and for two weeks con X MASS MEETING AT AS-'Cordova, Julian Trujillo and Luis
Of
against the bill, characterizing it as. Relative to Salaries of County
V SEMBLY
GOVERN-he
HALL,
R. Montoya, members of the house of
p,,bc
an injustice to the taxpayers, a polit ficers."
weu U8 tne c(""icWu j,e treated, the X OUS PALACE, MONDAY EV- - X
This nntinn is rnken with much re- - representatives for fees paid to at- ical measure which had been largely
serum to be admitted free to those X EXIXG, 8 O'CLOCK, TO DIS-- X
to ueiena mem
'
Influenced by the office holders and gret, some satisfaction and a full real- torneys empioyeu
X CUSS THE LEGAL STATUS X
who cannot afford to pay for it.
certain
charges
preferred
against
which
it
of
ization
the
as
1.
to
All
official
i his
responsibility
day of welcome yesterday,
A number
asserting that its provisions
nf American nhvHicinnn V OTt' WOVrTTV TV VWW MKTVTCn V
Washington. D. C, March
in
said
house
of
them
"
repre
against
on
not
is
The
only
regret
Mas a visitor at the capitol today and
,,, b Dermltte(3 to at,en( tne clinic x; EVERYBODY CORDIALLY XX. X
treasurers, assessors and sheriffs were involves.
readv to welcome a new preside'
.
sentatives."
too high and that not sufficient pay account of the temporary disappoint'next Monday and to inaugurate -.f looked in on the quarters he Is td to assist in diagnosing the cases and
VI TED
an
of
This
is
'
Ive
l
appropriation
was fffiinv within n fow dnva na nroairlnnt
was given for county school superin- ment to county officers, but also because of my desire to avoid such a Hundred Dollars to pay fees for at- iiraoed today in all its patriotic finery; of the Senate.
tendents.
the legislative torneys employed in the defense of the
Final preparations were made fori
train poured In
Mr. Holt replied to Mr. Barth. de- disagreement with
j,
evorv- IncomiiiK
. ...
,
i I.
H
J
'fl... '
The said Lucero, Cordova, Trujillo auua'i'jid
. iemueui-eiw.!.....,.
Crowds
the
fending the measure, denying that it branch of our state government.
of
r.r- Visiting auvance gua.u. , u
Unnbnr.
.!
oh.nr.
Mr
Wilson
afternoon.
was political in nature and asserting hatibfttctlou is from the fact that the ferred'
Monday
against them in the house of Cadete from the Georgia Military - (cou his family will reach the Union
that it was the combined work of both issue is now clear cut, distinct and
at the Erst session of Academy and Culver Military AcadWHICH
PURITV
A
representatives
of
the
With
definite
the
exception
that
the
and
Democrats,
Republicans
the state legislature. The nnnmnrln.
f TnHtnn! rnced into the city at t'tatlon at o: 4a o clock In the afterofficers
of
the
had
in
not
the
salaries
officials
influence of county
changes
er a snort reception in me;
tton then' made called for One Thou- - Pn
hour for the honor of being
figured in its making and that it was of Sandoval county, this is practically rand Dollars to nav atlornevs for thHi.i, early
, arrive unions orsanlza- - 1 residential room at the station, they
r- -.
Mondav at two o'clock the lias snoken . tTn haa Rent full infnr.
Next
'
. .
1
... .
a good bill. He asserted that as com- the same bill as was passed last June, defense nad Five Hundri Dollara in'
t mnmli in the inau-- ! WH be. driven to their hotel in car-win ub wiicu .iu... iui
j iuhuuu
iu- me speuner vi me Jioubt.
;ruiuti
of
the
Essex
escorted
ses.
pared with the bill by Senator McCoy pr.d which I then felt it my duty to payattorney fee for the state to pros-- ;
troop
by
the
from
will
The
men.
one
The
of
be
lnnocent
boys
guilty
pnral parade.
representatives In compliance with
which he characterized as the bill ad- disapprove after the most careful con- ecute.
ew Jersey, and the Princeton stud--; Bhown
This great
S0Uth and west arrived at about the;
up Jf ft jegsjator wrote a tel- - the request of the house.
......
vocated by the governor, thisblll was sideration. My responsibility, as I
on
" ot,ou.prt..y
the streets
to himself from his constitu- company will shield no crooks! Nor
and disapproved
out
struck
I
and
Five
same
gram
time
paraded
sum
the
and
is
understand
all
that
to
It,
the people of Hundred Dollars allowance
tut $2,100 higher
train. In the early evening the Wilson ents the searchlight ot publicity will will the
formerly throughout the day.
legislature of New Mexico,
r
was not sufficient to warrant further New Mexico rather than to a few who made for the
ramify will have a strictly private
i
which Insists that the Innocent
be
welthe
defendants,
making'
single him out from his fellows.'
Marshall
waste of tlmef He urged the passage are especially interested in this legis- sum allowed them for attorney fees
at
hotel. John A. Wilson, of
their
'.'
If there is a Judas among
he freed from suspicion and the guilty
of the bill as an equitable measure, lation. The Issue, as it appears to me, equal to that appropriated by the comed the Culver cadets in' front of Franklin, Pa., a cousiti of the presi- - forty-ninApostles' of Purity, who exposed.
lis
early in the day. The boys ,1onf.al,.f la haia maVIni, nlona fnV
which rendered adequate pay to coun-t- y Ik, shall all of -- the county officers state for an
Those who have sent in guesses as
sit In the house of representatives,
It Beemed to fromhotel
attorney.
as
to
nis
act
are
did
time
own
state
same
serve
his
the
reaat
the
Mon-for
officials and
(
people
proper and
jt(ie comfort of (ne famly party.
me then, and does yet, that Five Hunwhy has he not stepped forth with to the wording of this fake telegram
the
on
the
fflcial
throughout
sonable
bodyguard
not work an undue hardship
compensation, or shall the dred Dollars was a reasonble and suffiPresidentelect Wilson will manly courage and ' admitted ' hi.v nnd the name ot the writer, will be
taxpayers be compelled to contribute cient sura for this purpose.. V
suguratlon ceremonies. After saluting
taxpayers.
th(j guest of pTlnceton All,nulI at guilt, instead ot allowing his associa- pleased to hear that not one of the
the
cadets,
.
smoker
Mr. Mabry opposed the bill and up- Umfalrly, la some cases, to those whom
tes to rest under a stigma which was committee invited by the New MexAfter considering the case from the the future
R. his alone?
Thomas
held the veto of the governor while they have selected as their servants beginning and when the appropriation followed by the boys from Georgia,
Many have gone bo far ican to act as judges has declined to
- During the constitutional
conven-- t was formerly made, I am unable
Mr. Doepp asserted that the bill ought
to ua.u.ivu lu.UuKu
Marshall, called on President Taft as to doubt whether the fraud could serve. The New Mexican ma, thereuuu
men
nouns
wnue
on
tne
in
and
afterwards in the campaign find anything In developments
iront ot
- to be passed over the governor's veto
LlewelBut now fore, assume that Chairman
this afternoon and paid his respects, ever have been committed
that
and that it was as good a bill as could for the adoption of the constitution, it have occurred since that time to through the corridors of the treasury The president received his visitor in all doubt is at an end. No less an lyn of this committee will be prepared
be secured. He denied that its sala- vas generally claimed that the salary cause me to change my opinion as to building.
the blue room of the White House and authority than the president of the to award the prizes not later than
who had thatted with him for some time.
oyetem for county, officers would be' a what was fair and reasonable between
ries were exorbitant.
Western Union Telegraph company Tuesday next.
The new
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ring to win honors as rapidly as
Elective honors are divided
into seven groups, about thirty in each
roup. These groups are named as

YOUNG FELLOW. WATCH ANGLE AT WHICH SHE
WEARS HER TAM O'SHANTER

Littletore
IS GROWING

1, 1913.

pos-e'bl- e.

THIS SPRING.

follows:
Home Craft, Camp
Hand Craft, Business, Nature

Health Craft and Patriotism.

Craft,
Love,
Camp-

ing, drilling and other features under
Craft" will receive due attention, but there is no intention gt neglecting the other six groups with, their
respective requirements. To win the
rank of Fire Maker, which entitles the
v.ctor to a silver bracelet, twenty
honors are required and not more than
live elective honors may be chosen
from any one group. The rank of
Torch Bearer is merited
by still
The Torch
greater achievement.
Heart receives an emblematic pin.
On Saturday, March
8,
Troop B
(Mias Alice Kaiine, guardian will meet
iigain. Troop 'B is doing good work.
Op Saturday, March 8; Troop A, com- posed of girls of high school age, will
n eet :it the school grounds at 10 a. m.
u.ider f he direction of Miss katherine
MuHcv and Mrs. J. W. March.
The motto of the Camp Fire Girls is
'Work. Health, Love." Their call,
' Yoh lo'' includes the first two
letters
YOU WON'T GET "PINCHED" WH EN YOU BUY YOUR
of each of these wordB. Social and uu-- ;
HARDWARE
denominational in character, the Camp FROM US. WE
SQUEEZE OUR PRICES DOWN WHEN WE MARK OUR
Fire organization is one to which all
f.irls may belong. It Is so simple that COODS.
it may be carried on by any group of
WE DON'T WANT TO MAKE A TUB FULL OF MONEY THE FIRST
fills; so adaptable that it fits the
needs of rich or poor, in summer and TIME YOU DEAL WITH
US. WE PREFER THE SLOW, SURE, HONEST
n winter, indoors and outdoors;
so
universal that any girl in it is on an METHOD OF FILLING OUR TUB W ITH MANY LITTLE DROPS. " '
t.'iual footing with any other girl In
i he
country; so beautiful in form that
WOOD -it attracts and holds the affections of
Phone
'I lt Hardware We Hav.M 9U0Mj .
jpirls; so useful In content that it . "I
Uerves the needs which various or-- I
sanitations working in the interests
j cf
girls are striving to meet.
We need a good room or hall for
cur "Camp Fire" meetings;
and,
!her fore we appeal to you who are
members of the school board and to the
Woman's club and the Woman's Board
p? 1,ade of Santa Fe to heIP us find
such a place a shelter which the
firis may call their own. If they are
to show- - efficiency an- d- stand equal
chance with the Santa Fe Boy Scouts
I
...
r
i.
it.
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
iittuuBuuit?
t.njn..n --miver
vi n mums uic
irupiiy
now on exhibition, a common rendez
ODS, Electricity plays a most impovous centrally located is all Import- ' Camp

Estancia Eggs, - - 25cper doz.
Fresh Eggs, - - - - 35c per doz.
Get Our Prices On Flour and Potatoes.

t

WINTER GROCERY CD.
PHONE 40.
RETAIL

AND

WHOLESALE

j

MynldL
WmSESfk

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes' and Salt.
STOCK

Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFALFA SEED.

All kinds of flowers,

tardea

FOOD.
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SPRING CALLS

field seeds in bulk and packages

&

DAVIS

45

g

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

i

v.iu ,n ho v
nr, von
Ym. will nn.lv have to tiD Off the
vont.hful matron will be the Tam Rngle at which she wears lier Tarn
C'Shanter.
O'Shanter.
It has been worming itself into the
ABOUT TAM O'SHANTER.
"ert Burns tells us that his
the winter, and Easter will probably
wore
see it in all its glory.
hero; Tarn O'Shanter,
calls
a head covering which Burns
.
.
.
in
knitted
it
will
wear
....
The athletic
wool, or very light peanut straw and
hat but
Scotch
the girlie girl will dope it up with
Tam 0.Snanter cap I8
modem
roses as p nk as her cheeks and some ,
liar angeg) for
dented ,n
ol them wi l even place a lace fr.ll on
that
Tftm had had
Bwatg
the inside to fall over their faces and &vmk dlvJne, ..reamlng
tne ni ht tnat ,le danc.
shade the sparkle of their eyes.
efl hi(J fam0U8 turn wUh the warlocks
There never was a hat made that omj witches. It is in Burns' famous
could be more rakish or coquettisn Tam o'Shanter that the oft quoted
than a Tam O'Shanter. But under no stanza appears:
condition can it be dignified; there- - nut pleasures are like poppies
fi re women over 30, beware!
spread,
The Tam reflects the mood of every You seize the flow'r;
its bloom is
wears
il
who
if
and
becomes
it
shed;
girl
in the river,
R8 popular as fashion designers seem Or like the snow-fal- l
to think it will, you won't have to A. moment white then uiells
ever.
Into your sweeatheart's eyes

Wood

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

" BUY IT OF CRICHTON."
Phone One Double 0 J.

j

i

OF ALL

and FIXTURE WORK

DESCRIPTIONS.

Have Your House Wired While

You

Can

HAVE IT DONE AT COST.
Phone 223 J.

Percolators , Grills,
Irons, Etc.

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
PDOM QAMTA
PF ToElPaso, Bisbee, Douglass and
riVUiH OAil I A iX all points in New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

East

The
I, Best
I

MltfifiWMjpnr
West

Route

For Rates and Full Information Address
0 F & p AGENT,
EUGENE

FOX,

EL PASO, TEXAS.

Plans have been under way for Severn months for a public celebration
on July Fourth, In which the boys and
the s;lrls of Santa Fe are to be the
sole actors. Let them demonstrate
their ability and their efficiency in a
put lie contest on the school grounds.
Following are the suggestions, made
In part by Mrs. J. W. Mayes at the
ednesday evening rally, for this
Fourth of July "program; that there,1
te a parade of Boy Scouts and Camp
Fire Girls, patrol formations, fancy
drills, athletic feats, setting up ex-ercises, exhibits prepared by Boy
Scouts and Camp Fire Girls, actual
demonstration of the winning of
honors by the girls and public exami-r ation or some or the Boy Scouts.
j.
on
tne
decision of tne judges
Arter
July Fourth, the silver trophy donated

i

1

!

1

0)H

.

mittee who reported the school building still without aiiy fire escapes. As
with
the building is only provided
(Editors Note Notices for this cal- wooden staircases and wooden steps
endar should arrive at the office of the the lives of all the children upstairs
New Mexican not later than Friday rre continually in danger. The childa
"
evening.)
y.elfare department stated that these
fire escapes had been promised to the
3
of Mothers' Club last year. It seems as
March
Monday Meeting
Stephens' Watts Kearney Chapter, D. though something should be done at
K. R., at 3 p. m Old Palace.
once to prevent the further endangerBis- 6 Thursday David
March
ing the lives of all the school children
at'
the Elks of Santa Fe.
pham, famous baritone,
theater, under auspices of the B. P. O. A most
interesting program was
E.
March 11 Tuesday Roney Bros. given by the music class of the art
Concert company, at Elks theater un- pud literary department of the club at
der auspices of the Woman's Club. the home of Mrs. I. H. Rapp Thursday
afternoon.
March 23 Sunday "Easter."
Next Wednesday evening at 8 P- m.
March 25 Tuesday Santa Fe Wo
Science there will be an Indian evening in
man's Club have "Domestic
place of the drama day named in the
Day."
club calendar, at which time each
nember will be entitled to one guest.
ANNOUNCEMENT.
The very attractive program for that
Mrs. W. C. McDonald will be
t date Includes Indian tales told by Miss
r
home on Monday afternoons In the fu- h. Hutson; a group of the
ture and Governor and Mrs. McDonsongs sung by Mrs. Worth
ald will be at home on Monday even- - and some delightful
Indian music
ii gs.
p'ayed by Mrs. J. W. Giddings. There
will also be five Ildefonso Indians who
vlll dance "during" the evening.
FIFTEEN CLUB.
"The second of a series of two mass
The Fifteen Club met yesterday afunder the auspices of the
meetings
Mrs.
ternoon with Mrs. Harroun,
Woman's Club will be held
Fe
N'ewhall presiding. The program con on
evening at 8 p. m. These
Monday
a paper,- "Is
sisted of quotations;
are for the presentation of
there a criminal class." by Mrs. n.eetings
knowledge concerning the legal status
George Marsh. The program follow- of women In New Mexico and are of
the
ed with a reading by Mrs. Pope,
state-widHon. E. C.
subject being "King Solomon of Ken- Abbott, Hon.importance.
and Hon.
F.
W.
Clancy
tucky," by James. Lane Allen. "CurR. McFle are to present the sub- rent Events" closed the program. The
next meeting of the club will be- with jtct on this occasion. All are Invited
and urged to attend, as the meeting
.
Mrs. Laughlin.
-will be open to all teteresteU in this
vital matter.
.

SOCIAL CALENDAR.

by Mr. J. H. Toulouse will be award
ed to the organization which has
shown the greater efficiency.
Parents and friends of the boys and
iris of Santa Fe are requested to assist In carrying out the above mentioned Fourth of July celebration. Encourage the young people, now.

TO CURE A C0L6 IN ONE DAY.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets.
Druggists refund money if
it falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signature is on each box. 25o.

r

n
y

-

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located in tbe beautiful Pecos
Valley,3,700feetabove sea level,
sunshine every day. Ones air
worlt throughout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as oannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from 'standard Eastern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.

Regents

:

E. A. CAHOON,
E. RHEA,

President.

J.

P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POaVSeeretary.
W. A. PINLAY.
.1.

a For particulars and Illustrated
address,
COL.JAS. W.WILLSON.

1

Siipt.

cata-oga-

SURPRISE PARTY.

The members of the Eastern Star
pave a surprise party Tuesday night to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Cooper, the
rcwly weds who have many friends
In Santa Fe. The surprlsers took with
them two handsome cut glass souvenirs which they presented, Mr. Justice
P. H. Hanna making the presentation
speech. Refreshments and music followed and everyone had a most enjoy
able time. There were two score or
riore persons in the party. Mr. and
i rs.
Cooper expressed their appreciation to their friends for the kind
wishes extended them.
,

WOMAN'S CLUB.

An Interesting business meeting of
he Santa Fe Womans Club was held
on Wednesday- - at 10. a. m. at which
time delegates were elected to attend
the State Federation meetings at Albuquerque on March 24th., Mrs. L. C.
Collins, Miss F. W. Conrad and Mrs.
V H. Pope, are to go as delegates and
Mrs. J. R. McFle, Mrs. C. A. Haynes
and Mrs. J. W. Mayes as alternates.'.
Among the reports received by the
club at this meeting was that ot the
chairman of the school Visiting com

5

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

oal

a

STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

y

f

--

Juna Fish

BARTELDES

s

FOR YOUR
NEXT SALAD
It Is Simply Delicious
J4 lb. Cans, 20c
I lb. Cans, 35c

!
--

'

Western Seeds
For Western Planters

Once used Alway s used, If not
at your deuler, we will supply you

E

direct.
Our

D

OUB SPECIALTY DRY FALSING SEEDS.

S

THE BARTELDES SEED CO.
Box IBM. Dept. 4. DENVER. CO L

191

FULL

LINE

OF

LENTEN

CONVENTION OF

Delicacies, Smoked Fish,

J2

Canned Fish, Cheese, Etc.

STOCKMEN'S

ASSOCIATION
Fresh Fish,

AMARILLO,
"

MARCH

4-- 6,

TEXAS,
1913.

Oysters, V
K.C. Meats
Modern Grocery Co.

h

"FixitShop
For. Repairing; of .All Kinds
In Metal and Wood

: GUNS,

BICYCLE.

Catalogue Free,

'V

n

ring-card-

Wood

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CERRILL05 LUMP

CALIFORNIA

CAMP FIRE".

Through the kindness of the Wo
man's Board of Trade the Camp Fire
Girls met at Library hall Wednesday
evening, held an important business
meeting and enjoyed a short drill.
Mrs. John W. March was unanimously
elected guardian by Troop A, thus
making three guardians In charge of
the Santa Fe Camp Fire. There are
two troops. Twenty-sevegirls signwhich the guardian will
ed
send to C. F. G. headquarters, New
Y ork
City. -- On receipt of these cards,
.
properly filled and Signed by a reg-itered guardian, each girl is entitled
iO receive a silver ring, aner repeat
law of the Camp
ing the seven-fol- d
B ire.
She then becomes ,a wood gath-creEvery girl of Tfoop A present
at the rally ordered and paid for a
copy of the Camp Fire Book, an interesting and instructive manual of
information.
Miss Dolores
Bergere
pecepted the office of treasurer of the
Dues frbtn each memorganisation.
ber will be ten cents a month. A sup-riot large colored beads to . be
awarded for honors has been ordered,
and the Camp Fire Iris are plan- -

iron ready to use, your toasted
for
the hurried breakfast, your vacuready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish It at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full 'Information cheeer fully given.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

i

--

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

as to touch tbe button and
your stove is ready to cook your
IENT

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

..... A
mi
CAN

I

I.

-

.

.

Modern Grocery Co.

Cadmon-Kletche-

e

N'

(Continued on page three).
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NEW MEXICO

POWE3R

i
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ELECTRICAL LIGHTING

rtant part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- ern home and why all this llirht? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Oood light
that is easy on tbe eyes is very much to be
'
desired.

Mit.

for-loo-

V. SPARKS,

LIGHT

i

H- -1

oal

COMPANY.

'f

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

HARDWARE

LOCK, KEY

UPHOLSTEIING

lid

SPECIALTIES

llSfeSjteoStPfcasMfJ

Furniture
Crating
Is Our

and We

' Will FixSpecialty,
Up Your Furniture.,
so that You Need Not Hes-

itate to Ship It Anywhere.
RATES REASONABLE.

KTKCFJllllGS
Done.

Neatly ant Cheaply
RoundTrlp f rom'Santa Fe.N.M.
Dates of. Sale, March 2nd, 3rd 4 4tl
March

tetnraltan,
FE ALL XPE WAY

SANTA

HS.UJTZ,At.;StiFe,N.M'.

J.F.RHOADS
Teleioiel57 V.

::

SANTA FE, N. M.

X04 C3rAIXSTUO ST.

"

a tew
"A unie waat ed ooete-and bruun wonderful resvita
when BobUshed la the Mew Ma
.

oantav
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MYSTERY,' WHO BOTTLED UP IN DUSTY BASIN, DAREN'T MOVE
NORTH OR SOUTH
INCIDENTALLY, THE FILIBUSTER'S WORDS KALEIDESCOPE INTO A FOOTNOTE TO HISTORY WHICH
HAS BEEN PLOTMAYBE, INTERVENTION
POINTS THAT THE PRESENT WAR IN MEXICO-AN- D,
TED FOR A LONG, LONG TIME!
(By Mary Hoyle O'Hellly.i
Mexico City, Mex., March 1. ''Slim"
Noonan, American citizen, soldier of
)
fortune, filibuster, with u price of
ou his head, leaned forward, el
bows on knees.
"I'm sorry, m'um." he' explained,
v ith anxious politeuess, "but I never
told a story-boostory in my life!"
Contrition-suitehim so funnily that
I laughed.
"Don't try," I said, "Just tell me how
jou have made the Mexican consul at
El Paso a fugitive and "the man of
Mystery in Mexico."

"Do I look it'.'

the line there was American soldiers
waitstanding shoulder to shouldei

Remedy . However this can be readily understood because after I'rof. j
Wagner's duties nt Bchool have been
accomplished, he is In no condition
to amuse a week-olbaby.
The following judges were select- ed: Miss Bishop, Miss Suia and Aus- tin 1'errenot. Their vote showed two
for the negative and one for the nffir-Minutes of the previous
mative.
meeting read and approved. Motion
to adjourn carried.
A base ball team has been organized
by the boys of the high school with
Wallace Fiske, captain; Kdward
manager and treasurer; Whipmanager
ple McCormick, assistant
und treasurer: Austin Perrenot, sec- rotary; Albert Wheelon, mascot.
The freshman class has changed its
colors from tan, blue, and orange, to
black and orange, and expect to have
uiuir penaius nuoii.
T"
I
T1
Prof. Wood is still absent from
fog JDCSt A
nullum un nu nun uu uiiai;iY ui iijt ijiii'n.
Miss Leila Iaws, one of the senior
girls, is teaching his class, the eighth
grade during his absence.
lllss Smith and Miss Harvey have
To altar Itolilnc nnd irritation of the scalp,
returned after being ill with the prevent
dry, thin ami falling hair, runiovu
,
mumps.
crusts, scalivi and dandruff, and promote tho

I ijllljf

J1'

I

Townish 22 N., Range 1 V., N. M. P.
Meridian, bus filed notice of Inten-jlicto make five year proof, to ear
tarnish claim to the land above described, before Charles W. Holman,
IT S. Comr., C'ubezon, N.
M., on March
n

1913.
a
names
Claimant
witnesses:
Nicolas Gutierrez, Trinidad Duran,
Juan Duran, all of La Jara, N. M.; J.
Marino Cordova, of Cuba, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.

"United States Senator Fall,, who
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
l.nows Llorente, demanded a speedy
ing.
of tho Interior,
"So we huiifi out until dark and over trial.
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. Jt
"The three came into court on Ocwe wont down to tho Rio Grande valFebruary 27, litl.l.
ley. There is a ranch house over to tober 12th. United States secret serNotice is hereby given that Josa
Young's seven miles from anywhere, vice man, .Thompson, summoned me
.Manuel Romero, of Santa Fe,
New
The United
und in it a lady from Vermont that an the chief witness.
.Mexico, who, on August 22, 1912, flle'l
crime here for her health. The owner states district attorney, the United
notice of intention to make finai
being away, she acted timid when the States marshal and the whole, lot was
proof in support of his claim under
four of us rode up, hungry as bears, there!
See. hi and 17 of tho Act of March 8,
"And 1 put It to tliem like tills;'
our lips puffed out with thirst.
ISM (2ii Stats., 851) as amended by
" 'Do you expect me to scuieiit ou
"Well, we drew off and elected Ma- the Act of February 21, 3S!3 (27 Stats.
ioney to go and calm the woman But my pals? We went into Mexico under
470) for Lots 1 and 2, Sec. 3.1, T. 17
Consul Llorente a orders and we
first wo curried him up.
N and Lot .1, Sec. i. T. 1G N., and
"Now Mahoney is a great man ever got paid!
Ken.
T. 17 N R. It E., containing
at-United
the
'"So
Stutes
j
district
'round the ladies and before you could
in all 10.11 acres, before tho Register
went
into
court.
j
of terney
speak she had us in to a
nnd Receiver, U. S. Land Office, Santa
prowth and beauty of tho hair, the following
' 'Your
honor,' he says, 'the chief j
bacon, pancakes and coffee.
special treatment is most effective, agreeable
Fe, New Mexico, on April 15, I9lit.
and economical.
On relirinK, comb the hair
"When we sensed that we- - didn't witness fell down the government;
DR. WILSON DIES
Claimant names as witnesses:
out straight all around, tlien twpin at the side
is no evidence on which to convict.'
look like human beings no more, I
Candelaria Romero,, Ascencion Roand make a parting, gently rubbing Culimru
SUDDENLY
OF
'"
'Oeutlumen
of
the
voted to report to Consul Llorente!
ointment into the parting with a bit of soft mero, Jose Manuel Gonzales, Mafias
jury,' says Judge
flannel held over the end of the linger. Anoint
"He acted very arbitrary, refused Maxey, i instruct you to acquit.'
PNEUMONIA additional
Rael, all of (Agua Fria) Santa Fe,
partings about half an inch apart
"On February 1 of this year MclJon- to talk, sa-ihe called off the deal.
until the whole sealp lias heen treated, tliepur-pos- e Nejv Mexico..
a!u swore to a complaint in the Unit- Then I says. 'How aTiout pay?'
MANUEL R. OTERO,
being to get the fiitlcu
ointment on tho
News has been received here of the
scalp skin rather than on the hair. Tho
."'I don't think you have anything ed States court charging Mexican Con- Register.
WilDr.
of
death
pneumonia
next morning, shampoo with Cutieura soap
by
Harry
w
ith Kmspiracy to smug-- j
j f,ul Llorente
coming to you,' he says.
and hot water. Shampoos alone may ba
of the John's Hopkins University.
'
son,
used as often as agrwahle, hut once or
"'What?' says I and no more!
Or. Wilson was elected recently presijfle arms and ammunition in breach;
twico a month V generally sufficient for
"Charpentier was at the interview of the neutrality laws.
of the Archaeological
dent
Institute
this
special treatment for women's hair. Cuti"The fourth happened to bo a Mex-- j
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ASKS WILSON TO
BOOST FOR

THE

TRUTH

ABOUT

THAT

CHINA'S HEAD
.
AND MIKADO

SUFFRAGETTES
The
Washington, D. C, March
Message which "General" Jones' band
faIed from New York to deliver to
President-elec- t
Wilson was made public today." It is an appeal signed
Anna Howard Shaw, president of
the National .Woman's Suffrage association, urging Mr. Wilson to recommend equal suffrage in his inaugural
aridress and to use his influence
administration in
throughout his
favor of a constitutional amendment,
firms for delivering the message have
not yet vbeen arranged.

FRANK

QUEER

CHANCE

outrage popular approval The
affair Is the most disgraceful in
base ball for a generation. St. Louis
is the laughing stock of baseball.
"There is 'something 'radically
wrong with the National league."

DEAL

WILLIAM FARAH

EMIL MIGNARDOT

THE

Capital Bar

San Francisco, Calif., March 1. An
American delegation numbering 25. to
the world's Sunday school conven-

1

Fo-g-

HERE'S

WILL CALL ON

1, 1913.

tion to be held in Zurich, Switzerland,
in July, sailed for the Orient today to
study Sunday schopl conditions in the
JT WAS A MASTER STROKE OF Gf.NERALSHIP BY. AMERICAN LEA CUE MAGNATES THAT OUTWIT- far east on their way around the
TED MURPHY.
world.
' H. J. Heintz, of
Pittsburgh, who
heads
the party, is chairman of the
FAILED
WOLGAST
World's Sunday School association
commission on the Orient. Audiences
(N GOOD SHOWING
have been arranged in advance with
the governor of Hawaii, the emperor
Detroit, Mich., Feb. ' 28. Willie
df Japan, the governor general of KoRitchie1 and his 'manager, Billy Nolan,
are not much interested in- the result
Newspaper men and others who rea, and the president of China.
The members of the party all come
battle in San have been in Washington and are fa- of the Wolgast-Murph55.San Francisco Street.
Francisco last night.' "We did not miliar with inaugural addresses and from eastern states ,and were enterfor
tained
here
before
.several
as
a3
days
good
know iiow many day? or weeks they
expect Wolgast would get
'
for . vre jn ype before delivery, must smile they sailed.
a draw," said Nolan,' speaking
offered them by the management for
both. They arrived here today to begin at the above dispatch,
the seaspn of 1913, have not turned
v
"
a week in the Broadway Theater,
in their contracts.
FORTUNE
Ritchie aDnarentlv being kept in a
A
from
said
dispatch
that
Gulfport
IN MYTHICAL
safe, for Nolan would not let anyone! REAR ADMIRAL
Manager Jennings announced
today
see him.
STORY
DENIES
RACE BETS that Cobb has notified him that he will
"Murphy is not entitled to the next
join the team and take part in the
OF ACCIDENT
match with the champion by drawing
with Wolgast," said Nolan. "Wolgast
Pueblo, Colo., March 1. Jacob Har- spring training. Nothing was said
about the contract wiiich Cobb has
11 not
game, niveio,
n r
Dig enougn
Rt.nr der, a wealthy ranchman of RItzville, declined to
iamh i
iv0i,i
sign.
to
Mandot and Murphy all look alike t Aclmiral
the
Washington,
complained
police
Fletcher, commanding tin
olgast. AniericaIl
Ritchie, and all better than
off at 2 o'clock this morning that he had
squadron
battleship
SUGGESTION OF SPIES
.
Uitchie is willing to take on any or
to been fleeced out of $25,000 In Denver
Mpvi.n 1n . nisnatch
RAISES A RIOT.
all of them, and even Wolgast again. the navy
- by three men he met at Los Angeles
.
.
.
department today, emphati.1.;
Los Angeles, March 1. Shouts ot
ago,
A,:week
DUT4iewonTaoanyini..Bu.m.,:l
tnat
denie(J mblislled
reports
Of his theatrical engagement.
norann haA
lrlllpll and thrfiP'!.' Tha nlWoH oln,ll. ho aoi,1 haA "liar", threats of battle and a final
admonition by the court that further
injured by the explosion of a shell been worked by means of supposed exchanges between
opposing counsel
dur-- Jjets on a mythical
one
fired
of
the
from
race.
He
horse
battleships
ONLY ONE
" said his companions, after getting the would result in punishment for .coning target practice yesterday,
there is money, started with him on a train, tempt, punctuated today the second
Reur Admiral Fletcher-sayno foundation whatever for the story as he supposed, for Chicago. They trial of Clarence S. Darrow, on a
charge of jury bribery.
He points out that the
left the train at Colorado
Springs
(From Lyceumite and Talent.)
Darrow was. under cross examinas
("""Every
article for human jpraci ice of the Georgia and Nebraska and he found he was bound for Fort tion. Deputy District Attorney Ford
to
was
which
responsi-emade
off
He.,
appear
!
Texas.
is
counterfeit-Pueblo
,
got
Worth,
at.
wear and consumption
asked whether he had ever employed
and went to the police station.
but a spurious concert company tle fQr the accident, took place at sea,
spies in the office of a detective
2.land
more
of
and
than
the!01'1
sight
...a (ravelin on
Speaking of the American league
before the McNatnara; trial, be
"Why refer to Johnson and Comis-key- ? by asking for waivers. He may have i,nnkw
agency
the
h,eU
Because when everyone was enjoyed himself by thus playing right
signing. Frank Chance, the Base Ball
gan.
reputation of another is H1 'fmto ,avpiod,a;
U 1 s ! I
THE
OF
RIUALS
and
Plodl,
r8,d
Magazine for March says, in part:
Earl Rogers, Darrow's chief counshouting they acted. They engineer- into the hands of the men who were something new; or was until a few
s ; exemsed
The
care
'
disB.
eatest,
SIAMESE TWINS sel, leaped to his feet with a volley
"By masterly maneuvers, baffling ed the deal.
.
Roney
( ars ago, when Henry
outwitting him.
'
to see
boats were in line of
'to the public, but apparent to the per"Chance went home in a rage. 11$ covered that. there were three or four,
"In 1904 the Giants refused to play
o; objections. Ther.w'as a swift e
our
near.
or
fire
anywhere
,.ti
son who analyzes, one of the ablest a world's series. McGruw maintain- directed some shafts at Murphy and
.....,!.,
;
Pueblo, Colo., March 1. Twin girls change of heated language and abov
He
adds
the
Nebraska
sailed
that
managers the game has known has ing the American league was. a high washed his hands of base ball. The ( I me .country unuer iub. mime ui
at noon yesterday! to per more remarkable as. a freak than the .the sounds of the colloquy, came the
been railroaded out of one major grade minor. In the last two years rest was up to Johnson and he played 'Honey's Boys,
famous Siamese Twins were born to shout, "you're a liar," from Ford. The
mit the Virginia to go down
into another.
his hand with skill. Several NationWhen it is known that Roney and Cru:-- . for coal.
McCraw lost two world's series.
Mrs. Joseph Grebec, of 122S Berwind prosecutor repeated" the epithet anvi
"It was a master stroke for the
"Three years ago the National al league clubs did not want Chance. Ids boys are out on their winter tour,
this city, but died at birth. The Rogers hissed, "Come outside."
street,
, American
"Both of you are in contempt and
league. For the National had the edge on managerial brains, in Pittsburg had Clarke; New York had these snide companies
even steal
children
weighed seven pounds , aud
it was the most colossal blunder in Chance,, McGraw, Clarke and Griffith. McGraw;.. St. Louis' heart was on round behind him and play in Chiwere joined at the breast bone in such will be, punished if you do not stop
the court brokV in.
the record of the organization.
The American hart two, Mack and Huggins; Brooklyn would have taken cago vaudeville houses as 'Rooney's
a manner as to constitute almost one immediately,"
'was at once restored,
"Four months ago the public was Jennings. Stahl had not then arisen. him, but does any human being imagj
Quiet
coma
bills
on
the
very
giving
two
dunk for, the
infants. Otherwise
'
Darrow may remain 'on the stand
startled by the announcement
that Today Griffith' and Chance are also ine even dynamite could pry from mon misspelling of the name, with inoth ohildrei were normal..
until Monday, Night and day sessions
Frank Chance had been summarily in the American league.
the owners of that club more than tent to deceive the public, and just esLocal doctors claim that it Is the
Denver, Colo., March 1. Dr. John A.
dismissed.
The storm provoked was
"The American league was never enough to buy gasoline for Chance's caping prosecution by the technicality Piles on the floor of the house this f'rst case of the kind recorded in tbisH probahly will be held in order to give
the case to the jury by the end of the
a protest from a long suffering public. well balanced. Failure to have a car? Boston was disorganized, and of
adding an extra "o" to the name. morning walked over to the desk oc roiintry.
The fans united in branding the name winner in New York meant the an- so was Philadelphia.
coming week.
This left only A Y. M. C. A. secretary recently reF.
B.
his
shook
'
Tait,
cupied by
finger Mrs. Grebec is the wife of Joseph
of C. W. Murphy to high heaven.
nual loss of $250,000. Once the High- Cincinnati.
fused to engage the company, because Uiiuer me nose or itepresentauve rare iiieuec, driver of a grocery wagon
A SUFFERING WOMAN
"A rumor appeared 'there was the landers were favorably established,
, MANY
"Garry Herman has long been as- "Roney's Boys," he said, had lately and said: "I want you members
ofj.rnd Is the mother of five other chil-tlii-s
slightest possibility that Chance
they would divide with the polo sociated with Johnson on the nation- played there in a low vaudeville 'tent
Es- - d.en.
to
look
face.
house
at
this
'
might go to New York.
al commission.
Whether this influ- show,', when, as a matter of record,
Drags "herself painfully through her
grounds the patronage.
-do I want you to look at that i:
"As
it was a master-- :
daily tasks suffering from backache,
"What would any business man enced the deal is conjecture, but the genuine company had not appear- jnw. If Sampson had had that jaw
MORE SOLDIERS FOR RUSSIA,
piece.
when Chance went to Cincinnati, Her- ed in that town for six years. And
headache, nervousness and loss of
have done in Johnson's place?
1. The Russian
have
would
rll
March
the
Philistines
been
Paris,
i
"Then it leaked out tha Frank Far-;re"Chance and Murphy were not man turned him over to the American this, too, after Manager Ttoney has for
sleep, not knowing her ills are due to
was
The
decided
to
new
house
has
add
three
discussing jVrnment
would confer with Chance in Chi-.- ' friendly.
and bladder troubles.
Friction fretted Chance.1 league. We pass this with haste. It's yi ars refused all overtures of the a medical bill and Tait
Foley
opposed it. army corps to the peace footing of kidney Pills
cago. That Ban Johnson and Com is- "Johnston probably never approach- deep water.
Kidney
give quick relief from
v?udeville circuits, and when offered
lies
him
accused
of having fought the active army, according to adiaxj
inco"Such was the Chance deal. By
ed Chance, but it is easy to reconkey resided in Chicago was mere
reat maucemenis ana iiiiu u was uui every bill urged by the medical pro- - pitch to the "Temps." A majority of pain and misery, a prompt return to
incidence.
struct what happened. The New tririatn Kiif Itna nf i f itl v olmnla tttcutn. fa mattor of money at all,' replied, fession.
health and strength. No woman who
the Dumays is said to approve the
"In Chicago, Farrell Induced Chance York opening was shown Chance. He gem, the American league strength- Neither is it a matter of money with
suffers can afford to overlook Foley
house
on
third
The
today passed
to sign, although the Californian de-- ; saw opportunity to go to the richest ened at the expense of its rival.
Kidney Pills. For sale by all
You can't ihave "Roney's Boys reading the bill denning a legal fence,
l ie.
"There are able magnates in the on the vaudeville
"
cleared, while headed east that he city in the world at a princely salary
atany
price.' and providing that..- a farmer "who "SPARKS FROM WIRE" .
stage
was making the trip merely to tell and to secure stock in the club. He National. Drey fuss is successful; HerABOUT NATIONAL GAME.
erects a legal fence may recover dammann is deservedly popular; Murphy
Farrell he would not sign. Ban had everything to gain.
ages if his crops are injured by range
; Johnson was sick and saw Chance 'on- "Nothing simpler than the break is the most unpopular man in base THE EUOLUTION
Fiock.
Detroit, Mich., March lir The Dely for a few minutes Coniiskcy wa with Murphy, Chance fomented the hall, without a doubt. He has done
troit American league baseball club PRICES, $165, $200, $215 and $250
OF A QUAKER
not' mentioned.
discord and Murphy vented his wrath as much as any man can safely do to
announced today that Catcher Stan-ag- e
LIGHT
With Imported Magneto.
has accepted his 1913 contract
and
raised
From having been born
under the old terms. ' He will report Motor Cycle without a doubt with trouble
IN WALL
with all
as a Philadelphia Quaker,
left at tbe factory.
at Gulfport soon. Cobb, Crawford
that word implies in its strict sense
and Dubuc, the other regulars who
bariito
American
the
foremost
being
1.
The
New York, N. Y., March
CHAPTER NO. 4.
tone singer on the operatlce stage slock market closed firm. Considera- have been dissatisfied with the terms
a wide gap filled with tion of the excellent
January report
ivariea experiences oi mi ui.uauai
nlimhBr nf lnrire railroads
hv
s
ture; this is true, of David Bispham
to(jav and satisfaotory trade revlews
BRAND.
..
career
Lad lea I Ask Tour IraHi r. a
foi the week overcame .the temporary
llrandi
As he expresses it. "The music heaviness caused by reports of a
s
Tills In lied and UoU metallic
buses, waled with D!u
KiiHmn.
there and came out of my ernment Buit against the Corn Prod- Take o other Buy of r our
miriftt. Askfornil.I'HYft.Trn tnroat; mere was never a aesire 10 ucts company.
UIAMONR It KAMI
IXN.fcirA PASH BROTHERS, AGTS.,
The!
years known as Hest, Safet, Always
make music with my fingers."
Business was light. Early losses
SOLD BY reilfifilSTS EVEBWWIWr
mystery of it is that so strong a love were confined to moderate limits and
for musical sounds should have been before the session ended the average
inborn in the lad whose ancestors on
level rose above yesterday's
both sides of .the house were for piice
close. Exceptional strength was dismany generations Orthodox Friends.
the copper group,
On the maternal side,, music was look- - played by
Bonds were steady.
ed upon as wrong, if not sinful, and a
musical instrument of any description
;;.
was never seen in the home of his WITNESSES SAY SWOPE
flit?
DIED NATURAL DEATH.
mothers people. The paternal ancestors were, however, less "severe, and
Kansas City, Mo., March 1. Testihis father's chosen instrument was
the flute. So the little David grew to mony tending to show that Colonel
be a sizeable lad with his mother's Thomas H. Swope and Christian Swope
'soft admonitions in his ears,' thees and' died of natural causes was introduced
jthous on his lips, and adhering to the today by the defense in the Hyds
Dr .John Wt Perkins,
simple tenets of his forefathers in all murder trial.
jbut music, which was ever calling to placed on the stand by the defense
said that from the symptoms
dis
outlet. . ;
j find its
Hear Mr. Bispham at the. Elks played either of the men could have
met a natural death.
That typhoid
Theater, Thursday, March 6th.
i
fever had caused Christian Swope's
death and uremic poisoning the ..CoREPORTER WAS MIXED
was the purport' of bid testt
UP ON THIS STORY. lonel's,
mony.
, .
Will Take You There in Style and Comfort.
re1.
false
The
Vera Cnw, March
BE
STRIPES
TO
PRISON
'
one
port published in America that
:
RESTORED IN ARIZONA.
had been Wiled , and three wounded
the
engaged
from
shots
battleships
by
Phoenix, Ariz., March l.otfernor
in target practice off this port, was
;
based on the fact that some laborers Hunt's "honor system" of dealing
11
at Alvarado, 30 miles to the south of with convicts is at an end, if the retocommittee
of
the
legislative
Vera Cruz had attempted to break an port
After .investigating
unexploded shell from a. Mexican day is adopted.
'
the conduct of the- state penitentiary
,l
gunboat.
recomai Florence, the committee
mended that prison stripes be restorIDIED OF THIRST
IN DEVIL'S CANYON. ed, that no convict be allowed outside
RETURN LIMIT SIX MONTHS.
the piiuon v,aTib without a guard, or
Race, ArizonaMarch 1 Exposure rnless with the approval of the state
1
hunger and, worst .of all," thirst, killed card of pardons and parole.
Ernest Sutton, of Denver, in Devils
canyon. His body was brought here TURNER WILL HAVE
BULLY BOOK TO WRITE.
Let us Plan Your Trip, Arrange for Sleeping Car Accom-modatiotoday, and with it Edward Gardner of
1
Juhn KenLos Angeles, who is In a serious con
March
Girard,
Kans.,
On Any of Our Through. Trains.
WHY, THAT KIDS THERE!" SHOUTED BILL.
dition.
,
neth Turner, an American' writer, imseveral
'
ago
two
here
days
in
The
left
the City cf Mexijj during
prisoned
They say Bill Hardy, the young marvel mow 'down ihe clever
N. M.
Developing along natural lines in twirler.
S.
Agent,
trying to make their way on foot to the recent revolt, wsb robd, torwork and play, Jimmy Doolan when baseball scout, is responsible for that. 'city ball players.
arrivtured, and threatened with datb and
The
"Sure's you're born. Bill,"" replied Miami. When no. word of their
hadn't been home
be was IS years old was the best this veteran player
al had been received, a rescue par.ky
without result to tlio Amerisummer, but he had given his Asa Dawson.
can ambassador, according tj a letwas dispatched.
known ball player in Lennox county. piotege many Ideas the year before
"Why, that kid's there," shouted
ter received here today by Fred D.
City teams that used to come out to and had tipped him to all the tricks Bill, and he swore under his breath,
to
'
Warren, editor of the "Appeal
ISfAPPOINTED.
CROW
1
believe
of
the
went
trade.
Asa,
Jimmy
know,
to
the
Center
D'ye
pitching
rubes,
play
Sterry
1.
The Reason," and credited hy Warren to
Mo.
.March
If
Jefferson
in
One
make
City
the
wasii.
afternoon
Jimmy
big
ight
good
league
Sunday
tome bewildered "after facing the
'
Turner.
.
pitching against the Jordan Factory he. had a chance. I'd be a swell scout, Missouri supreme1' court today, acceptrapid shoots, the zipping speed ball team from the city, when Bill Hardy 1 would, to have somebody come along ed the resignation of Judge Henry
JOE RIVERS WEDS.
of Jimmy Doolan.
and the cross-fir- e
came along in Old Man Dawson's wag-- pud grab off. this beaut, after I have Timmonds, of Kansas City, as special
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
Los Angeles, Calif., March 1. Joe
Bill was going to look up a young 'gotten him about ready for the mar- - commissioner to take the testimony in
"
Jimmy did practically all of the
E.
Mexican
the
lightweight
Rivers,
the contempt cases against William R.
manual labor about the farm now, but pitcher in a league close by and l:et.
Kan-ra- s pugilist,
became a married man today.
"Asa, I'm going to have that bucko N'elson, owner and editor, of the
he was a fine, big fellow and made thought he would drop in on the folks
"
a na
City Star. .The court appointed His bride was Pauline Slert,
en the Giants, if it's the last thing I
thort work of the many tasks. , Work over Sunday.
tive Californian of Mexican descent,
"You don't mean to tell me that big dc in baseball. And I'll have him up Charles C. Crow, of St Joseph,
done, you'd find him with a baseball In
and extended the time to who was Joe's schoolmate before he
Ms hand. To see him in action you lad with all that speed is Jimmy Dool- there next year."
.
entered the ring.
until March 25.
the
take
as
watched
an?"
testimony
be
Be
the
a
asked
was
finished
Bill,
Continued.)
v. ould get the idea he
(To
by-Dr- .
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Climate of;Californla.

The California Limited No. 3
ROUND TRIP'RATES

Los Angeles,

San Diego,

San Francisco,

.

SEE

the grand canyon
the yosemite Valley
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LUTZ,

i

Santa Fe,
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j

PEERLESS BAR
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AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.
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Established

(Owing to the great interest manl
fested in the Personal Column, the
New Mexican requests its readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31 J") items for
this column. By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Communications sent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer).

SQIBUI BRDSJCOMPflHY
The Most Complete Line

-

NEW SPRING AND SUMMER

DRESS GOODS
Ever Offered to the People of Santa Fe.

NEW

IN

SELIGMAN

ADOLF

DRY

GO.

GOODS

.Trenton, X. J., March 1. Woodrowi
Wilson reached Trenton from New
ork today in a drizzling rain, drove
in a
cab from the statiojl
to the state house and there turned
over to James Fielder,
president cl'j
the senate, the governorship of New
Jersey. For three days until he becomes president of the United States
Mr. Wilson will be a private citi
See Our Windows.
zen.
Special Display.
125 Palace Ave
M. W. Mills, the attorney from
was almost noon, the hour at
It
Springer, is at the Palace.
which he ceased to be governor, when
Whit Wright, of Artesia, came here Mr. 'Wilson entered, the building. A
PHONE 180.
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
on
business.
yesterday
crowd of thousands raised a cheer an
stock
and
raiser (he
"J; D. Hand, farmer
governor, made his way to the Nominal
member of the territorial and county senate
supporters to Wear under
chamber, where Senator Field- - t.'iat
Easter gown. Both made. to- - mcas-- ;
central committees, is here from Los ler was awaiting him.
line. W. H. (iohcl Co., Catron Block. :
INSURE WITH HAVWARD AM) REST CONTENT.
Alamos, N. M. He 1b at the Palace.
U The ceremony was brief.
Senator
.
A great surprise is in, store for tho
Jones, Democratic national Fielder took the oath as acting gover
committeeman from New Mexico 1908- - nor his official title will be such un- Indies. Don't fail to .rejid Seligman
11, and well known lawyer, Ih here til his successor, elected
next fall, Bros. Company new ad. today. .Soma'
v
.,
from La's Vegas. He is registered at takes office. A round of cheers was tiling novel and new.
SEE THE GREAT LINE OF;SAM-- f
the Palace.
Given when it. was over.
PLE DRESSES AT $6.95 AT THE
C. B. Kohlhousen, the well known
WILSON'S SPEECH.
'j
IWHITE HOUSE.
resident of Raton, Colfax county, is
Trenton, N. J., March 1. Wood row
D. A. R. Meeting
Watts
here on business.
Stephen
INSURE WITH HAY WARD AND BE SURE.
Wilson, soon to be inaugurated presH. W. Kelly, the well known mer- ident of the United States, formally Kearny Chapter of the Daughters of
chant of Lap Vegas, is in the city.
turned over at 12.30 o'clock today the American Revolution will meet
Henry Essinger the well known the office of governor of New Jersey in the assembly room of the palace
of the Governors .Monday next at 3
to Senator James F. Fielder,
presi-p. m.
J. Porter Jones is out again after dent of the state .senate.
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
You will never taste better orange
a slight accident.
"The people of this country are go!or
lemon soda than that served at our,
The .Kev. B. Z. McCollough, pastor ing to be served by conscience and
iw:
:xT
REAL 'eSTATE 'HAZARD HAS IT.
of the First Presbyterian church, re- not by expediency," was the assur-- fountain. Quality comes first with us
Fischer Drug Co.
turned today from Pennsylvania and ance which Mr., Wilson gave in an
Complete change of pictures at the
will preach at his church tomorrow.
linpromtu speech of farewell.
vFelix Martinez, the well kuown
was cheered by Elks' Sunday night.
The president-elec- t
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent.
Democratic leader, arrived from El a big crowd as he came into the as- Year we
Paso last night and is at the Monte-- sembly chamber, followed closely by The finest rooms in the city, having
for
zuma hotel. Mr. Martinez is looking Mr. Fielder. After the latter took the electric Hunt, steam heat anl haths.
f
The
Hotel,
New
European
centrally
over the political situation.
was
oath of office, the president-elec- t
State Progressive Headquar- J
Col. W. S. Hopewell, the railroad invited to address the joint session of cated.
of
Year,
financier and well known politician, the legislature.
was ters in the hotel.
His speech
for
Try our Egg Malted Milk at our:
lie is at brief but impressive.
Is here from Albuquerque,
He spoke in
fountain.
fresh
will be
Year
New
eggs
Only
strictly
lite Montezuma.
measured tones and with apparent
George Hoffman of Helen, is in the emotion. It was his farewell to the used. A whole meal in one drink.
I Will Trade With
Fischer Drug Co.
H, C.
city on business.
state., '
SAN
ST.
NEW AND STYLISH WASH FABH. J. Mendenhall of Iloswell, is at
Governor Wilson said: "J ' cannot j
MATCH
TO
AND
RICS
TRIMMINGS
the European hotel.
not
am
I
moved
that
by very AT
pretend
THE WHITE HOUSE.
A. J. Greene and C. K. Greenfield,
deep emotion today. I had not expect- We do aluminum melting and cast
of Estancia, are at the European ho- td to say
anything. It would, indeed, iron brazing and guarantee the same.
tel.
have been my preference not to say
fitnrp mm fnr in a fire itrnnf hnild.
will
Ortiz
H.
I
Mrs.
Attorney and
anything, because there are some feelTransconti-- ,
leave- for the east shortly.
They ex ings that are too deep for words and ing. Hates reasonable.
nental Garage.
pect to bo away for some time.
that seem to be cheapened by being
Zook's Cold Cream is the ireal
W. A. WILLIAMS, - ;
I tit into words.
toilet preparation, especially fine af-i
LOW WAGES LEAD
"1 nlrenriv loved the stntH of Vpvv
r
ex
ter nioloring, driving or
TO WHITE SLAVERY.
Jtrsey when 1 became its governor, ercise. It soothes, softens and beau- 1.
Hundred
Fifteen
March
Chicago,
tut that love has been deepened and tines the skin.
Re- white men and three hundred negroes intensified during the last two and
Lines.
Hack
Order To Be Conferred The Orlive off the earnings of "white slaves" a half years. I now foel a sense of
der of the Red Cross will bo conferred
Rigs
and women of the underworld in Chi- identification with the people of this
t.ton two candidates by Santa.- - Fe
cago, according to testimony given to- ttate and the interests of this state
PROMPT SERVICE.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
SADDLE PONIES.
No. 1, Knights Templar,
Commandery
day bv a former cadet to the state Lave seemed to enlarge my own per- ii. Masonic,
hall, south side of plaza,
St.
Francisco
San
310
139.
Phone
commission investigating vice condi
sonality and which have been the lliis evening at eight o'clock. All vis-tions in Illinois.
privilege of my life.
Ilmg Sir Knights are especially invlt-F.
was
R.
listed as "H.
The witness
seal of i.d to be
the
in
handing
"Therefore,
present.
and declared that he knew what h the state to the new
governor I want
To trifle with your health is a ser- was talking about as he said he had to
utter these words of poignant re- ious experiment. If you are feeling'
been in close touch with the undergret:
out of sorts see your doctor, then
world for many years.
"That I cannot serve this great stute have Zook's fill your proscription.
Lieutenant Governor Barrett O'Hara
1 wish
for the
THE SPRING LINE OF SELBY
who is head of the commission, after (1'reely any longer.
from New SHOES FOR LADIES
NOW
that
the
IS
traveling
tol"oment
hearing testimony which tended
INSPECTION
show that many victims of white jureey WGre 1P8B laclle lnan 11 1S. ano READY FOR YOUR
.
slavers took their first downward step et I have the greatest feeling of con AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
Anderson Brothers Parcel Delivery,,
because of low wages, ordered that licence in the man, to whom I am
We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
a list of these employes be prepared about to hand this seal. I have been Packages and messages delivered to
any part of the city, 10 cents. Boy
and subpoenas issued for their pres- associated with him with unusual
on Your Feed Bills. Let us have aVTrial
'
of counsel. I have found in any second, and minute in the day
ence before, the committee.
Order and Convince You.
im qualities of honesty" and courage Our motto: "Prompt service and safe
4
S3
Ave.
Office
more
men
Palace
than any delivery'."
vhich commend
There is more Catarrh in this
Phone 203 J.
of the country than all other other qualities in public life.
,
Mr. Bolter's Niece a Vitsigraph com"The necessity of public life is
diseases put together, and until the
at the Elks' tomorrow night.
is
man
who
the
has
and
edy
incourage,
last few years was supposed to be
O'CONNELL,
See Billard of the Santa Fe Title
curable. For a great many years marked for distinction; the man who
Co.
work.
for
Abstract
abslract
not is marked for extinction and
116 OALISTEO STREET.
doctors pronounced it a local disease
Phone 214 J
The quality of our Ice Cream Is not
and ctserves submersion.
and prescribed local remedies,
"The people of this country are go- equalled by any in the city. Made at
by constantly failing to cure with
,Uical treatment, pronounced It incur- ing to bo served by conscience andiot the Thomas Ranch, in a sanitary
dairy by an expert Ice cream
When you strike a
able. Science has proven Catarrh to ly expediency.
be a constitutional disease, and there- r.ian of courage you feel you have maker. Try it and be convinced.
fore requires constitutional treat- t truck the bedrock of our institutions Fischer Drug Co.
DISTRIBUTOR OF
from 14 to 29 Degrees was the
ment. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufac- Ii is, therefore, with a feeling of contured by P. 5. Cheney & Co., Toledo, fidence and affiectton for him, per- range in temperature yesterday and
Ohio, is the only constitutional cure sonally, that I hand him the seal of the average relative humidity was 68
on the market. It is taken internally office."
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
per cent. The average depth of snow
in doses from 10 drops to a 'teaspoon
Governor Fielder made a brief inau- on the ground at 6 p. m. yesterday
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
ful. It acts directly on the blood and
address extolling the achive-ment- s was half, an inch. The mercury hov-- '
gural
water. Agent for Manilou Spring Mineral Water.
mucous surfaces of the system. They
and character of the retiring ered around the 20 mark at 6 o'clock
Santa Fe, New Mex.
offer one hundred dollars for any case
was
35 J
a
this
TELEPHONE
partmorning.
Yesterday
governor and bespeaking New Jersey's
it fails to cure. Send for circulars-anwishes to him for a successful na- ly cloudy day with colder weather.
testimonials.
The mean temperature was 13 detional administration.
Address: F,, J. CHENEY & CO., ToArm In arm, Mr. Wilson and the new grees below the normal for the last
to
ledo, O.
governor walked from the executive day of February. The mountains
Sold, by Druggists, 75c.
to the governor's office, the northeast presented a beautiful
chamber
fake Hall's Family Pills for constisight during the afternoon as soon as
through a cheering crowd. Both
unpation;
a street parade of marching the clouds lifted. The ground and
EGGS FOR HATCHING
was covered with suow and
dergrowth
returnGovernor
Fielder
which
r.'ter
coated
were
with
the
trees
heavy
reed to his office where an informal
frost crystals, deposited during the
ception was held.
H.
returned to, his dense fog that enveloped the moun'
The president-elec- t
Lome in Princeton by automobile "to tains during the forenoon. Last night
Because there you- will have a
was clear and cold with the minimum
for the trip to Washington.
J
The early hatched Chick makes
..
Where Quality Governs the Price rack up"
chance to succeed. There climate,
temperature of 15 degrees.
the Winter Layer !
We are now prepared to serve the
soil and water, in conjunction with
and Price the Quality
Ice
Cream
most delicious
and Sodas,
FOR THE TABLE.
EGGS!
FRESH
Intelligent labor, work "wonders.
Everything about our fountain ; is
sweet and clean and our service the
Alfalfa, fruiis, garden truck, poulbest. Hot or cold drinks on tap. We
CHAS A. WHEELON,
try and daipy products point the
Jt do not serve liquors. Fischer j Drug
THE WEATHER
315 Palace Ave.
Phone 204 J.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 1.
Co.
way to more than a mere living.
X For New Mexico:
EVERY
PAIR OF ' SHOES IS
Tonight and X
X Sunday fair.
Not much change X GUARANTEED AT THE WHITE
X HOUSE
Colonist Excursions
X in temperature.
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one-hors-

INFANT'S and CHILDREN'S
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-

MRS. W.

WHITE DRESSES

LMMAIOT
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If CARE

The newWsH SUITINGS, WOVEN POMPADUXE
and
DE
CREPE
DOUR SILKS, all colors,
CREPE
FAILLE, ITALIAN RATINES, MERCERAND
CORDUROY8
COTTON
IZED WELTS.
ZEPHand
WHIPCORDS, SILK MORQU1SETTES
YRS. Fine assortment of NOVELTIES; also comTRIMMINGS.
plete line of WHITE GOODS AND
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SHOWING.

and ACCURACY in preparation

are of importance
You Want Our Policies!

"

early and take advantage of this very
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WILSON IS OUT:
FIELDER IS IN EVERYTHING
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OUR WISH

That the New
justentered maybe

have
each

and every one a Happy
a year full Health and Prosperity. With
all favors shown us, and hoping your
thanks
Resolution
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UNITED STATES BANK
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CAPITAL 850,000 00

,

i

Does a General Banking Business

j

1

Your Patronage Solicited

i.

-
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HUtt

DON DIEGO ADDITION

TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE
In Precinct No. 4 (South Side)
'

and Get Your Choke of Lots in one of the
at
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.
Once

you can get.

j

j

and Grain
HayWholesale
and Retail

i

See Us

Entire Stable

and Baggage
stocked. Best

B. LAMY,

Mill

THE STAR PROPRIETOR.
BARN
GENERAL LIVERY

out-doo-

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

President,

N. B. LAIGMLIN,

fSSC0

YONTZ,

TRUST CO.

1

O.C. WATSON & CO.
SURETY BONDS.

REAL ESTATE

INSURANCE

119 San Francisco St.,
M
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FUNERAL DIRECTORS
M47.
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?

Day or Ni$nt Phone, U0 Main.

Next Door to Postoffice,

.

LIVERY BARN
CORRICK
'
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

I

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
.

of

v

'
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7

Telephone o
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FERTILIZERS
FINELY

-

'

GROUND

FOR

LAWNS, GARDENS,

Lawn Dressing, per cwt

,

T .

.

....

GORMLEY'S

TC.

GREENHOUSES,

cwt., . . .
Shrubbery and Vines Fertilizer, per cwt., .
Florist Steamed Pure Bone Meal, per cwt. , .
Blood and Bone Fertilizer, per

$2.50
2.95
2.75
3.00

.
ASK TO SEE SAMPLES..
SANTA FE, NEW MEX.
GENERAL STORE,
Telephone 19 W.

KAIE SCO.

Weather a

Rug or Carpet

IS A GREAT COMFORT.

We have some of the
Finest Brussels Carpets and WelUMade Rugs to
attract the eye and meet the purse.
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
including an Oak Dining Room Set Which is dls- played in our show windows. We ask you to
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
to Close Out
We
which

THE

L

are Goiof

AKERS

at Cot Prices

WAGNER.

We
Have

$2.00.3 EGGS

A

FOR LENT

Bone Codfish,

Mackerel,
15, 25c
French Sardines
Mustard Saf dines
Sardines in Tomato Sauce
'
Soused Mackerel
Tuna h ten, ilb.can 17'c,
; I lb. can 30c
Clam Chowder, Clams,
Clam Juice
'
Japanese Crab Meat
Deviled Crabs
.

FRESH OYSTERS
.

Celery,

&c.

Lettuce,

from today

UNDERTAKING

AND FURNITURE

CALIFORNIA

LOCAL ITEMS.

.

In the Cold

You Will Like

S.C. Buff Orpingtons

;

Satisfaction Quaranteed.

"404 DON (JASPER STIs

LEMFS KEG and BOTTLE BEER

S.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
j;

j

aHENRY KRICKes

Ill

1 1 1 1 1 1

MULLIGAN & RISING,
License Numbers,

Manager.

las

Phone, 189 J.

THE S4NTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.

-

cour-pge-

CO.

H. S. KAUIJE

B CO.

Where Prices, are Lowest
for Safe Quality
.

:

'

.':
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SAYS COMPANY HELPED
TELEPHONING
REDUCE COST OF LIVING.
The New Mexican, if your business
T;
New York, N. Y., March
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You've been out to Valley Ranch
Then boost it on.
Take advantage of each chance
To boost it on.
Here, you know you'll find the best,
Here's a dandy place to rest;
Just bring out that friend of your's.

Don't you love this suuny land?
Let's boost it on.
You bave joined the booster's band;
Start boosting on.
Have you here gained heaps of ..wealth
In the form of perfect health?
Tell your friends to come and try.
That's boosting on.

$1.25

That's boosting

Come and join the merry dance
And boost it on.
Or a tennis game perchance,
Just boost it on.
Here the horseback rides are flue
As we climb mid spruce and pine.
Tell your friends about the place.
.
That's boosting on.

on.

in the

Organized in 1870.

State.

rime Is the test of a bank' endurance and strength.
Growth determine It adaptability to changing condition. Thia bank ha successfully withstood all the
country' financial and commercial disaster for over
forty year. It management ha regarded safety a of
the. first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but the bank I not living on Its history
but depend for It prosperity upon adaptability to presen-

. .
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all Countries.
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change
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transfer of money made.
It la Important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relatione with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange" your Inactive fund for our t me Certificate
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SARAH PADDEN

"KINDLING."
tremendously
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be a
in a

must
gripping interest
There

to know and recognize this mark they
buy that brand of goods.
This Is true of the "United Play
Three men formed this
.Company".'
corporation.
They determined to put
cn the road only companies of high
grade. They determined to give the
patrons of the theatre throughout the
country nothing but the best. They,
selected high" grade plays and era-- j
ployed finished players with the re- suit that when an attraction appears
'

ll

Tome su asiento!

PHONES:

AS

I

THE BYSTANDER

'
busines.
J. B. READ,

-

-

Assistant Cashier.

Cashier.
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FRANK McKANE,

FOUR PER CENT
Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS
play that
Th Spends wholly upon the story and the
acting to carry it through, without the
BUSINESS OHFICE 31 W EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 J
accessories of rich scenery and strikMr. Dunne testified that Mr. And- ing costumes.
Such a play is "Kindling."
management, it is a guarantee in itrews
said Mr. Roosevelt was a poor
PROCEED. GENTLEMEN
The play is set in one room, and Bef,
If
the province politician. That is probably correct
decision
his
has
General
regarding
given
Clancy
Attorney
not an attractive room, just a city - Already, this season, Santa Fe
from Andrews' point of view.
haijl
of the coal oil investigating committee.
tenement, up stairs, with broken plas- ueen tavorea wuii several piays nn- As the people of the slate expected, Mr. Clancy gave an opinion that
011 th
the plainest of furm-it,- " der this management and each one j
we
EDDY DELOADO, PROPRIETOR.
of
must
do
when
our
"Wo
se,ter
Interests
the
tended
toward
one
duty
and
that
higher
was absolutely fair
ture- and
of the poor, has stood the test. They gave us
Krinent8
.MANUFACTURER OF
said
Baron
th,f
.la
Hon.
action
John
honest
with
Burg
of
conduct
affairs, together
better conditions and open
owners
of
the
save
when
the wealthy
'The City," "The Third Degree,
hill vBtncrt lv
mnnuino. nf iVm
Balleta
Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
Blankets,
Rugs,
and justice.
in
clothed
pitiful tenement swept n,
"Gratistark," and last night "Kindl
and
Mexican
governor yesterday. Yes, John.
Designs,
Heavy Rugs made of Native
It was what the citizens of New Mexico would expect from the
their
finery.
ing.'
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
a
Is
a
torncy general s office, though it may not have been just what was desired
very
very
strong,
when
"Kindling"
the
theater
Hereafter,
patrons
Fifteen persons were cremated in
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
by certain individuals.
This is an- - il.tense, a very absorbing play. It has of our city see this trade mark "The
hotel fire in Omaha.
Send for Price List and Full Infoimation.
At a'l events, the decision leaves the way open for a run, tree ami ex- other striking example of the dangei a lesson that the poorest student may j United Play Company,
will be an
119
Don
is
one
It
oil
and
of:
office,
concerning
of
of
affairs
the
the
though
haustive examination
easily learn,
Caspar Avenue.
Inspector's
apparent guarantee of something
iof remaining over night in Omaha.
those plays which touches the springa good. It does pay to get a good repu
which the people of this state would like to learn more.
Mr. Blanchard asserted that the leg- of tears, it has laughter in it as well. tation on anything we do.
Inasmuch as an effort is being made by the members of the legislature,
People
it
oil
of
coal
the
office
to
inspector,
at
it
certain members,
lature could either pass the" salary As presented at the Elks last night soon recognize it and soon - take adleast,
is well to know how this office was conducted in the past and, if possible, try bill over the governor's veto or pass this remarkable play delighted a large vantage of it. It is the same in ef
a cast of characters fect .when we do poorly, or do not tote
audience.
to profit by past shortcomings and provide that the money coming in from
higher one. Go tell it to the sheep, that was It had
adequate in every particu fair. Perhaps this quality is noted
inspection of oil and gasoline be put in a channel where it will be of some ujanchard,
'
lar.
first in the average run in the world
use other than that which if wholly individual.
The passage of the county salaries! Sarah Padden, as Maggie Schultz, more quickly than the good, but a
That the oil and gasol'ne coming into New Mexico, needs inspection
there cannot he any doubt, but the Inspection should be real, not imaginary, jbill over the governor's veto in the. the girl driven at bay by. the pres t;ade mark is recognized very soon
is significant.
so that when a report is made of oil inspection It. will really be evidence senate yesterday
It: sure of bitter circumstances, is an and the people are influenced by it.
will be more significant at the next! actress of rare accomplishments. Her and so it does pay to have one that
that someone has seen the oil.
portrayal of a difficult character was speaks, for good and wins confidence.
So, for future enlightenment and better service, as we'l as for the value general election, too.
finished to the last degree, in reading
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
After all, good Is recognized in the
gained from a knowledge of past methods of conducting this oil business,
The house has adopted a resolution of lines, in action and in striking fac- world, even though we often think
the committee should, by all means, proceed with the oil Investigation by
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
All through this tense we are degenerating and that everyial expression.
AMERICAN PLAN.
calling fo the witness stand the principals In the oil inspection proceedings to submit an amendment to the state
Miss
Padden
is
had
the
admira
bad.
play,
to
cover.
thing
intended
was
resolution
constitution
to
the
lime
at
which
the
the
Uewcllyn
people
covering the
If everyone really tried, to put a
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
next general election, providing for tion and sympathy of her audience,
Let us have publicity of the fullest kind.
state-wide
it
for
The people end when she closed the play with good trade mark on their conduct and
Let the peop.'.e know how their business has been conducted,
prohibition.
the wistful expression:
"Heinle, per- character It would make a big differjrave a lot to answer for.
certainly was their business.
haps there's roses in Wyoming,' ence in our little old world,
and
The state oil inspector was a state official even though the money col- was not a person in the audi- would pay, just as it pays a company
lected through his office seems to have had no connection with the state.
Every time they have another bat there
ence
who did not hope that Maggie or a corporation.
If the bill
the office of state oil inspector becomes a law, tie In Turkey, the Ottomen try to arit should provide that money collected aBide from reasonable salaries range peace by surrendering a little Schultz would find them.
.
The cast supporting Miss' Padden
It looks like it would
and expenses, shall go into the state treasury.
LAME DUCKS IN
Mr. Barker,' as Hein-- i
So let the investigation of the ttate oil inspector's office go on. ...
pay the allies to keep the war going. was excellent.
rich Schultz, gave a portrayal of thej
CONGRESS WILL
Proceed, gentlemen.
n
Some of the weekly press still re honest laborer with skill and well
or
Rooms
LOSE
JOBS
fer to New Mexico as a "territory" restrained force; Miss Ripley, as Mrs.
MISPLACED CONFIDENCE
.ud one weekly ran an official direct- Bates, the kind hearted Irish woman,
Local
It turns but that, after all, the Coal Oil Fund belonged to the Coul Oi1 ory recently with some federal offi whose hard life failed to sour, kept
Washington, March 1. Congressioncold
cials who have not held office for! the audience laughing at her sallies of al lame ducks who sought to create
Inspector, and not to the "Tax Payers."
The New Mexican would have suspected this from the beginning had ii nearly two years.
wit; Mr. Hamilton, as Steve, the conjobs for themselves on the
of the
not been for the confidence which we. placed in the legal
scienceless thief and alJ around rep- payroll of the Panama-Pacifiexposi
The house refused to adopt a reso- robate, missed nothing in his portray- tion Iii San Francisco have given up
gentleman who brought the resolution of Investigation.
LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
vast
Uition by Mr. Blanchaid to stop the al; Mr. Anderson, as the plain clothes the fight, at last, so far as that payroll
Major Llewellyn is a distinguished lawyer and a statesman of
A mere glance over the long list of public positions
which he probe into the coal oil inspector's of man, was finished in all that he" did, is concerned.
experience.
A man who has fice.
has filled would impress even the most unimpressible.
This, major, means
that the carrying a nonchalant
air with the
They are now looking around for
who has been District At-- ; house Is not in favor of stopping the keen spirit back of it; Miss Garnett, something else
been Speaker of the House of "Representatives,
The effort
promising.
as Alice, the true friend of Maggie, to obtain a government
torney and United States Attorney, must have kuown the difference between probe, we. apprehend.
appropriation
pnd-M- r.
a public and a private fund.
N'ickelow, the Interne, were for the exposition has been transferred
We
We cannot believe that the Major was ignorant of this distinction.
Maybe the activities of Spiess, Bur-- excellent and the balance of the cast from the house, where it failed, to the
cannot believe that he did not take the trouble to inform himself before sum and others on the floor of
senate, where an amendment contain
thej was abundantly satisfactory.
bringing so serious a charge against innocent and rtespected citizens of house yesterday when it was proposing the provision will be offered to the
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
this state. What, then, could have been his motive? Are we driven to the ed to pass the county salaries
GOOD ADVICE.
bill
Bundry civil appropriation bill.
reluctant conclusion that In order ti gratify a personal animus and to pose over the veto of the governor, exGood advice sometimes comes from
Senator Perkins' bill as favorably re
as an apostle of political purity, Major William Henry Harrison Llewellyt plains the lengthy
visits by those strange and unexpected quarters and ported by the exposition committee
chose deliberately to delude, dupe, mislead, and take in not only the mem- gentlemen to Santa Fe.
from queer sources, but that is no Provides for a government appropria- and
who
the public,
leaned upon his
bers of the legislature, but the presp
VElid reason for Its non acceptance.
t'on of $1,500,000, a reduction of $500,- Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en salt with
wisdom?
When the old guard saw that the
If the devil himself gave good ad-- , 'uu rrom tlle amount proposed in the
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
county salaries bill was not likely to vice that is no especial reason for notjn0UBe- "
Central Location.
pass the house, the veto of the gov- maKing use oi it, nut as he never
me government commission of
NOT FOR THE MORGUE
to the contrary notwithstand- gave any of that kind to me and as 1 seven officials named by the
ernor
It is unfortunate that some bills that are really of much importance,
president
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
cannot be given a little more publicity. Some of them are slid through either ing, it hastily secured an adjourn- rcver heard of his giving such kind and Paid by the exposition company,
ment. An adjournment has saved the of talk to anyone, I do'not know" as aB Proposed in the bill Introduced
or both houses without debate or explanation and others are silently but
by
Old Guard's goat more than once. there is any use in
dragging the devil Representative Rodenberg, of Illinios,
speedily skidded to the morgue without a word further than a motion by
is
Intely.
missing from the Perkins measure
Irto this little dessertation on a good
Mr. Holt
In its place is a commission
thing.
When the bill which practicnlly abolishes the traveling auditor, one of
composed
Here is a bit I found in a newspa- of a state department, an army and a
Despite the strenuous efforts of
. the most important of our slate officials and one of the most valuable, came
naval
officer.
Bursum
and
Spiess,
their
henchmeu!
per the other day:
up in the house, not a word war said about it other than" a protest entered
Rodenberg's bill was referred to in
"lioys. don't smoke, drink or chew
by (Representative Clancy, who laid bare its intents, but it was speedily ion the floor of the house Friday, the
salaries
bill
was not put over, and don't swear. Always remember the house by Representative Fitzgerpassed, under orders, probably, and now is in the senate. in all likelihood county
The
house
members are awakening to that home is 'the best
to be bandied in the same noiseless manner.
place to stop o' ald as the "lame duck blU," and It
the fact that they do not have to fol- - evenings.
This is not a morgue bill.
on your mother was defeated largely because of the
Depend
low the leadership of the remnants Lnd, ask
It is wanted for an evident purpose.
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
her for advice when In understanding that statesmen involr
It is KtranE-etolirinba an from of the once G. O. P. There is nothing irr,,,Mo
that thlfl pnnnnmfpal Itifrlfltntnro
untarily retired from congress by the
lfcft but the remnants
expending money for the printing of a bill which is not popular with the j
That sounds just like the things our people were to " receive the $7500 Jobs
powers, should so willingly and unflinchingly pass a measure which throws
Sunday school teacher used to tell proposed.
out a system of uniform county accounting, already established by statute
If the senate should approve - the
t's, when we used to sit squirming
TWO
CHARLIES.
and erects another at additional and useless cost to the taxpayers, for some
about in our seats, half listening to Perkins appropriation, the house will
reason that no one seems willing to explain, some occult reason, known only
MOULTON-ESP- E
what the good lady was saying to us, oppose it on the grounds that San
(Contributed).
to its instigators and supporters.
and
half wondering how it would Francisco promised to ask for no finanSays- Spiess to Springer,
in
cial
This is but another turn
aid from the government.
the political game, and perhaps it is wis
"We've gone through the wringer, seem to do those very things she was
for the gangsters to play the limit this session, as it will be the last where
SANTA FE, N. M
GENERAL AGENTS,
And all our supporters are looking telling us we must never do.
their authority will be as extreme as now.
blue.
But
was
quite
it
not
HE
a
school
KISSED HER
Sunday
There is a method for removing the breath of life from this bill, howI often wonder
teacher that said this, nor yet a
ever, which will likely be used before the .last hand is played In this InterAND THEN FLED
Just what in thunder
It was Bob Fitzsimmons.
preacher.
esting game.
Inspired old Dwight when he sent us
You know about Bob.
His profes
f
Boru!"
Camden, N. J. March l .Timt w
sion used to be to give upper cuts, put
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YOU CAN'T
1 ryes in mourning, keep the other fel- - klB8es were all that a burglar stole A WONDERFUL!
MEN
Says to Springer to Spiess
You can't make good men by passing laws. No law will make a man
low from getting under his guard in lrom Mrs- Mary Young, of 2204 Federal
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ve appear to be geese
temperate in liis eating, his snpking or in his drinking. Something more is
the roptd arena, for big pay. You re- - i slreet. when his invasion of her home
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to remember this when planning for municipal reform.
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government will of itself automatically make cities better.
$E? on ability
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HAND AND FOOT
things are imperative'' necessary in order to bring about reforms:
school
is
a
'and
Experience
great
Good men, honest men must be chosen to office.
do you want?" she asked.
ALARM the man or woman who has had it, 'I want a kiss," he replied.
The whole citizenship must watch closely the actions of their "officials
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can speak from actual knowledge and the revolver closer to
ana oring upon mem ine lull force of an active, wideawake, democratic
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light today .three men - entered the simmons gave the advice which he did first on the Torehead and then on. the
a
the
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other
student
he
When the legislative oil committee starts work again, it is more than branch store of a big retail cigar corspoke
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night,
Saying
likely that there will not be such excited anxiety to summon newspaper poration on a busy corner - In the in the broad school ot experience, and
r
the intruder left
Prom
.
the room as quietly as ho entered. : La Salle
men as witnesses since the experience in the case of Brian Boru Dunne. The theatrical district, took the clerk by his advice is worth heeding.
TAOS
BARRANCA
Several minutes later the woman, who
average newspaper man usually knows too much of the inside machinery surprise at the point of a revolver,
Every man knows this that to keep"
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
and that is not what seems to be wanted. There is evident fear that some- bound and gagged him and rifled the close in touch with the mother makes had become hysterical from fright
Meets Both North Sooth
'
one not intended, may get caught in the gear of the machine.
to get tip courage to call her safe of Its contents, about $300. Emp a better
Telephoned.
boy. She knows. She never managed
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tying the cash register also, they fled falls. She is always true. She is the son, who made an investigation and Two
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A magazine writer who has gone "back to the farm" tells about sixteen undisturbed.
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best friends in the wide world.
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at
and
bound
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cents.
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train
hours of "nothing but play." There is a mistake about this. The writer
him a bag ot loot he had. col- Regular Means, 25
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way. v Good covered hacks and good '
A Boston school principal Is being sued for
slapping a pupil's ears. An- trains by laboriously tapping on the 'When a man or a company or cor time writing out your legal forms BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 teams, Fare $s.00 round trip.. Teams :
other evidence of an advanced age, we presume. In past years a teacher glass panel with his manacled hands
when you can get them
already rint-e- French Noodle Order, 20c a dish. - furnished commercial men to take In
poration discovers something espec
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THE SOCIETY FOR
PRESERVATION OF
ANTIQUITIES

-
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WOMAN

WON

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES!

IN SUCH PAIN

MASONIC.
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the
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Sheepherders are reported to have
found the skcjeton of a man about
Hteen miles "southeast of the Gran
The person appeared to
Quivera.
have been dead for about six montliB,
no. clothes were found or other iden-nrtifieations, and the Irons of a wagon
vhich had been burned were found aj
short distance away. George Speuce,
Jr., brings in the report and a further!
is to be made. CarrH
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Montezuma
Lodge
No. 3, A. F. & A. M.
WANTKI) - .Men's washing. Mrs.
communl- Regular
cation fli'6t Monday . u Freeman, 118 San Francisco St.
of each month at
FOR HTNT Furnished rooms for
Hall at
Masonic
Mrs. F. V. Dudli((ht. housekeeping.
7:30.
Jefferson.
ii'il)
ley
E. 11. PAIL, V. M.
CHAS. E. LINNEY, Secretary.
FOR RENT A three or six room
ApSanta Fe Chapter' No house furnished or ujil'uriiishud.
to !) S. Lowitzki.
1, It. A. M.
Itegular ply
second
convocation
Waul to peJl or trade your property'?
Monday of each mouth
at Masonic Hull at Ask for our free big lit4. Sollhwes-Krai KMate Kxihange, Moriartj, N.
7:30 p. in.
M.
J. A. MASSIE,
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
MAN 'UK WANTED
Phone No.
Secretary.
-- and men and wagon will haul away
Santa Fe Commandery and clean jour barnyard free of
No. 1, K. T. Regular charge.
conclave fourth Mon FOR SAKE Second band buggy,
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30 used only a short time, rubber tireB.
automobie seat. Cost $125, will tali"?
p. m.
WESKEY O. CONNER, JR E. C. $60. Call 223 Hlckox street.
i.n. ecorcier.
Guar- WOMEN- - A money maker.
Santa Fe Lodge of Pe'janteed Hosiery to wearer. Our
de- - r.Hit ion beats all others. $10
No. 1, 14th
per day.
gree. Ancient and Ac-- write immediately. Quaker City Mills,
Rite
ofi31 ga 1(itn st Philadelphia, Pa.
cepted Scottish
Free Masonry meets on
t.A .Mri ttf,winv
a. r
mnnth or1
D.j..t,
t,;
.nTn, in the New -- 3
Ir
ta the
"p ' yo
a
.
f ,.,fiuh
- - --Pit
v1.h
o.t,.w.,t
fcJv.wtL..7
vjaiiicu, hi.
Any lorttt ui trauiittii wtuji puhuucu.
Masons are cordially invited to attend. Ivirgil II. Campbell, Mounfainair, New
JAMES A. MASSIE, 32,
Mexico.
Venerable Master.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
ROOMS FOR RENT One of two
furnished rooms and a suite of rooms
.
...
,.
uii wiin steam neat, aimj jiiutitii u uun- B pt 0t gt
Santa' Fe Iy)dgeNo vpiunces. Apply 237 Washington
P. O. E.. avenue.
460, B.
holds Its regular;
session on the sec-- ! .SALESMAN to sell new education
fourth specialty to Bchool boards. Exclusive
ond
and
Liberal
Wednesday cf each territory. No competition.
V i t i t ing proposition. T'nion School Furnishing
month.
brothers are lnvu- Company, 1031 W. Van Buren St., Chi-eand welcome,
cago 111.
,
FRANK T. BLAND Y,
Exalted Ruler,
jfST THINK. Gordon safety raz- P M. A. LIENAU, j( rs made to retail for 25c.
razor. Biggest seller
(,e etna 0
cut. Sample 10c. Guaranteed lifeSanta Fe Camp time, (iordon Co., Northwestern Bldg.,
135H, M. W. A Chicago.
meets second TuesWANTED Salesmen to carry otir
day each month, social meeting third line of whips. Salary or commission.
at Fire- Must have men having rond experiTuesday
man's Hall. Visit ence with Harness, Hardware and
'General Store trade. Largest and best
ing neignbors welcome.
must
line in the world. References
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
accompany application. 1'nited Statea
Whip Co., WesUield, Mass
ODD FELLOWS,
WANTED
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
Proprietor for local
Santa Fe Lodge mercantile business selling standard
meets
regularly goods paying 100 per tent profit. Our
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock little Automatic Stores get the busiA surprisingly small
investin Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth- - ness.
ment will start you in a prosperous
ers always welcoma
business which lias made others indeReserve your home town.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. pendent.
Lodee No. 25!). holds its regular Write today. U. S. Automatic Sals
Hellman Building, Los Angeles,
meeting on the first Thursday of each Co.,
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m
TYPEWRITERS
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
come.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
BENlTO ALARID, President.
platens furnished. Ribbons and
plies. Typewriters sold, exchcanged
GONZALES, Secretary.
and rented. Standard makes handled.
F. W. FARMER j All repair work and typewriters
!

j
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prop-fectfo-
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Guaran-Secretar-

y

j

j

i

j
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d

No. anteed.
Br o t h e r-- change,
hood of Ameri-

can Yoemen.
Meets first Fri- -

Santa Fe Typewriter
Phone 231 W.
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Rooms, Houses & Ranches

What Have You to Rent ?
of the!
at thejList it with MRS SUMMERS, Room

day

month

h?

Firemen's Hall,
H. Foreman, R L. Baca,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.

Rin.

Latmhiin

DflAm. anrl houaea fumiahe.fi or uit.

i

furnished.
Santa Fe Lodge hand
No. 2, Knights
of

A

select list always

on

Pythias meets Saves You Time and Money.

every Monday
at 8 o'clock

d

.

'tc'llZ:

j

WANTKI) Young men to prepare
chaufpositions as automobile
'
feurs, salesmen, repairmen; big dj- We prepare you thoroughly in
All
Knights are most ten weeks and assist you to rohji.ia,v
at big salary, learn in your own
cordially invited.
A. R1XBGARDT, K. of R. and S.
.iome. Free model to each student..
A. P. HILL, C. C.
Write toduy for free first lesson and
Automofull particulars. American
bile Institute, Box 74, Los A
California.
evening
In Odd
Hall.

Fellows

t'ci

visiting

'
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A. T;, & S. F. R'Y
TIME TABLE
Effective January

1st,

i

191

J-

-

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. te connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
No. 3

carries passengers to

Albu-

querque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovis and Pecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:05 p.
m.

f-

-

-

':

at Santa Fe, N. M.
January 28, 1913.
j
Department of the Interior,
Notice is hereby given that Filo-- !
mena Pino de Alarid, heir of Jose
de la Cruz Pino, of Galisteo, N. M.,
U- -

p.

S. Land Office

-

'

who, on Nov- - 26, 1910, made Home
No. 0HI79, for SW
SW
Sec 31, Twp. 12 N, and
N 2 NW
SW
NW
Section
6, Township IX It., Range 13 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 10th day of March, 1913.
Claimant .names as witnesses:
Juan Baca, Placido Lopez, of Leyla,
N. M., Antonio Villanueva, Agustin
Ramirez, of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

stead Eutry
1--

1--

'

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

j

I

'

1--

1-- 4

Register.
Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound. and
No. 9 westbound.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe

12:30

a. m.

n

:

mm

THE LINE AND THE TIME,
SALESMEN Sell groceries
and
to farmers and other
provisions
large consumers. Xow booking or-- i
ders for spring delivery.
Superior
goods; commissions
advanced; ex.
elusive territory. Splendid
opening
jfor honest, energetic men. Write to
jday for parliculars.
JOHN SEXTON & COMPANY,
Wholesale Grocers, and Importers,
CHICAGO.

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.

PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD
I ut never follows the use of Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound. It stops
the cough, heals the sore and inflam
ed air passages, and strengthens the
longs. The genuine is in a yellow
lackage with beehive on carton. Refuse substitute. For sale by all drug-K'st.'
;

v
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similar products. The alleged trust
and its predecessors) are charged
with having taken contracts from of-Two companies filed articles of in - fleers and directors of certain ab- Line of O. M. C. EMB. FLOSS In
corporation in the olTlce of the state sorbed companies, not to engage in
A'ao full line of PRINCESS
colors.'
One
the business for a period of years,
corporation commission today.
twas the Alton Live Stock company,
When the Royal Baking Powder and ROYAL SOCIETY FLOSS In
C. Smith
as company acquired control, of the colors for use in" working tne new
jat Thorenau, naming--

OFRCIAL NEWS.

In 25c and 50c

JUST

RECEIVED!

;

j

THE CLARENDON GARDEN I1

The company is capitalized
divided into ."O0 sliures at
The incorporators are: A. 1!.
s.
I..
of Albmjucrque;
.McGaffey,
i
. Smith, of Thorneau, mid Walter
each taking
len, also of Thorneau,
$i,ooo in stock.
The Watioo Cattle company was alwiih office at Kair- so incorporated
view, Siurra county, with Frank H.
Winston agent. The company is capitalized at $50,000 divided into $500
chares at $100.
The Incorporators
pre Frank H, Winston, Cornelius F.
Sullivan and Ross M. Atkins, each
taking fifty shares.
NAMES MR. BECKER.
Governor William C. McDonald has
named John Becker, Sr., banker and
merchant of Belen, delegate to the
il'ederal Aid Road Fund "conventions
which meets in Washington March 0.
State Eflgineer French has left for
AVashington where he will be kept
busy attending the snme convention
Ifnd looking after other matters of in

j

American Maize Products company, line of I IBRARY SCARFS, PI .LOWS,'!
the defendant combination, it is al-- i CENTRE PIECES, STAMPED BAGS,
leged company, threatened to en-- ; etc., which are the late design' just
gage In the making of baking powder, received.
1
1
1
1
1
1
M
H 4
resulting in nn agreement whereby
the Maize company sold to the de
fendant the surplus product not consumed by the staking Powder comSOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
pany. To suppress competition, the
combination is alleged to have employed the firm, of Stein, Hirsch and
Company In 1908,'and 1909, to sell glu- BATTLESHIP MEN
cose at low prices, as independent
WILL WAGE WAR
ante-dati- ng
manufacturers.
IN SENATE
When the National Candy company
organized in 1906, the Clinton Sugar
output
Refining company, whose
Washington. D. C. March 1. The!
FOR
HEADQUARTERS
would come in competition with that two battleshiD men and the one ha,;'
'
of the Corn Products Refining com- t'.eship men in the house prepared toHIGH-GRADpany,, the latter, the bill says, inform- day for a fight on the naval bill
j
No
ed candy manufacturers
No
The senate last night restored
throughout
the country that unless they bought a many
of the original provisions;
sufficient percentage of the glucose struck out by the house, and when the
Be on guard against alum in your food. Prof.
they needed from the defendant com- bill came back to the speaker's deakl,
bination, it would go into the candy today, it provided for two battleship j
Johnson of Yale College says he "regards the
business itself, in competition with six torpedo boat destroyers, four subintroduction of alum into . baking powders as
terest.
AND
them. In consequence, it is alleged, marines, one transport and one supmost
dangerous to health;"
the Corn Products Refining company ply ship.
,
,;.KThe plan of the house leaders in
acquired control of the Novelty Candy
SEEKS TO
company to retaliate against the Na- charge of the- - bill was to disagree to
DISSOLVE
tional Candy company, and manufac- - the senate amendments and send the
.
turing purchasing glucose from inde- bill to further conference,: but - some
of
intwo
the
.;
men
the
pendents.
battleship
Are II HAVE VOIR WATCH CLEANED
,
"I Until prohibited by the interstate house planned to make a fight Jfo.'conT
"i ork,
New
March
the senate amendments.
OCCASIONALLY.
comlnerce commission the company is cur. with
of the Corn Products Refining Co.
nl,PI,Brt tn httva appnrPn frnm railroads With these battle lines drawn, ; 'Reped to adopt the resolution and after
an alleged starch gluecose, and syrup a excessive share" of the
DREADN AUGHT LAUNCHED.
through resentative Padgett, of " Tennessee.
"tfilut" iu'oniurht Kir Un fA ,.r. I
Wllhelmshaven, Germany, March 1. more debate, the minutes were agreed
rates on account of Its own switch- - chairman of the naval committee,
t
ernment in a federal
suit Ing lines, which was alleged to was ready to ask either for a suspenA new dreadnaught for the German upon and approved.
IN STORE
'
filed here today charging the $80,000,-- ; amount to
sion
of
to
the
rules
rebates.
get quick action navy was launched here today in the GRIEF v FOR SOME DEMOCRATS.
ooo combination
with entering conon
She
Williams.
of
the
"I understand it Is the contention
Emperor
sending of the bill to confer- presence
spiracies and contracts to destroy of the government that the Beveral re- ence, or report to a special rule from will- be the first warship to carry a It is reported that a resolution will
adIn
:
Sher-violation
of the
competition
battery of 14 inch" guns. Her exact 1h offered before the committeeDem-organizations, (which Include that of the rules committee.
lh which members of the
'
man law. it is alleged to have kept the Corn Products
journs
made
been
not
dimensions
pubhave
comRefining
the prices of corn products at unrea-- i
lic but it is reported that she-- , dis- ccratic party in the legislature who
were in an attempt at monop- HOUSE
pany),
sonably lower figures to harass and olization. It is generally known these
places 25,000 tons. She was christen- voted to pass the county salaries bill
WEBB BILL O'ER
discourage independent manufactur-- ' v ere necessitated as a result of overcyer the veto of the governor wiH .be
Itt
ed the "Koenig."
censured.
ers.
There is even a
m
severely
were
of
acts
share
and
the
production
VETO
an effort will be "made to
that
report
j.
.
SEALED
66 per cent of the-- en- - holders.
PROPOSALS.
.
Controlling
In
:
result they conclusively
II
II
out of the party. Nothing
tire American production of starch proved this Is an industry, (consum
Up to and including March 15, 1913. read them
Washington, D. C, March I; By a bids will be received at the office of in that line had developed this afterI!I II I i iI- iI
and gluecose and 80 per cent of ttye ing little more than one per cent of
'
HILL
interstate trade in mixed syrups, the the cUrn produced) that cannot be vole of 244 to 95 the house today
the Superintendent Pueblo Indian noon, however, and it was asserted
over President Taft's veto, the
.
trust
is
with
alleged
fixing
charged
Agency, 508 West Silver Ave., Albu that an effort was being made to preour
these
of
acts
prebut
I
wonoplizod'
Webb bill prohibiting shipments
of querque, N. M for the constructioi; vtnt the bringing of such a disagree-- '
prices; with manufacturing decessors the present management
imiMiumuig liquors inio ary states. 0f a school building at Paguate, K r.ble subject before the committee.
cheap grade candy at unreasonably nf this company caunot be held
1 he senate passed it over the veto last m,
low prices in retaliation ;against con-- ,
Plans may be seen at the Super- FELIX MARTINEZ IS
for."
TAKING ACTIVE PART.
nigm ana ine,uui now Decomes a law. intendent's office or the office of this
fectioners who buy starch and. glue-- , "At
our Invitation and by an agree- Only one other time In the last fifteen
Felix Martinez, of Colfax county,
cose from independent concerns; with
paper. For full information address
ment with the attorney general, the years nas congress overridden a
but who spends much of his time in
pres - Superintendent's office.
practically suppressing the private
In charge, at which his asso- ment s veto.
El Paso, and whose name has been
That was r when the
brands of mixed syrups of grocers by attorney
WE KEE IT IN STOCK.
has occupied rooms in these I'ainey river dam bill was passed over PIE COUNTER LOOKS
prominently before the public as the
quoting low prices on its own syrups;" ciates,
cfflces for over two months.
They President lloosevelfs disapproval.
con-GOOD TO MANY, Democratic candidate from New Mexand
unlawful
j
threats
with
;.and
have been given every facility for
President Taft based his veto alico for ambassador to Mexico, Is in
tracts to destroy competition,
Inexpensive
fcanta Fe and is taking an active part
(Continued from page one).
Aside from dissolution, the govern-- j making the roost thorough examina- most entirely upon the ground that the
in the deliberations of the commitment asks for an injunction prohibit-- ! tion possible; they have had pos- till was unconstitutional in that it
session of "our bookB, letter flies, min- virtually delegated to the state's con- t'.on that the committee
make no tee and in Democratic politics gen-e- i
Easy to
ing the alleged restraint of trade.
for appointments
trol of interstate traffic in liquor when, recommendations
The suit recalls the long drawn out utes and records of meetings, etc."
ally.
be said, that control was vested sole- to federal jobs but that the broad
of agri-- :
between
the
IrtnXwMl
fight
department
M
M
Install
W (
ly in congress.
culture and he Corn Products Reftn- - BUT ONE BODY
Attorney General highway to the White House be left
Wlckersham had given an opinion wide open an.d unobstructed so that
ing company over the branding of Its
TAKEN FROM
aiso holding the bill unconstitutional f very candidate could secure what enII Interested and should know
corn syrups. '
Beautiful
about the wonderful
and that the president forwarded to dprsements he deemed necessary and
It. is alleged that
i MARVEL
the defendant
HOTEL
RUINS
Whirling Sfray
,
the
them
senate
at
Another
The new vaginal Syrino.
Washington.
yesterday with his . veto present
combination dismantled many of the
v Best most convenient.
Serviceable
I:
makwas
offered, simply
resolution,
message.
starch and glucose factories it ab
instantly.
Omaha, Neb., March 1. An all night
of
sense
it
the
the
that
ing
meeting
In
The
most
senate
the
the
bill
sorbed, selling
Ask your druggist
properties
vigil, during which . an extra squad
he cannot supply th
last night, and early today no indorsements be made. The com- IfMARVEL,
Instances under covenants that the of
accent nn other.
Are companies and a thou-sal- 1promptly
police,
was
mittee
the
proposition but send stamD for Illustrated
ouse leaders favoring the measure
discussing
land conveyed should never, or not
morbid curiosity seekers were
book
sealed.
Hits
It gives full particu uai.w
afternoon.
m
SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
led
for a long term of years, be used in
chairand directions invaluable to ladles.
brought to light but one vic man byof Representative Clayton,
The question of the county chair- lars
44 casta !treat.lbw lttrk?
MMVEi.
CQ..
connection with the manufacture of present,
the
and
committee,
judiciary
tim of the fire' in the Dewey hotel
one of Its train- manship row in Colfax county is one
Although It is Relieved a score lost representative Webb,
o.' the real
of grief before
their lives In the flames, only fou ers, began working for an Immediate the committeequestions
at this' time. At (he
Debate
limited
waB
and
the
rassage.
thus far are accounted for.
Three
the following
the bill with a wide cession this morning,
of these lost their Uvea attempting to house
committee was named to hear the Cols
over
the
necessary
escape and one was taken from the nargin
fax county disputes'and to take such
-vote, as the senate had done.
rulnB during the night.
.The one body thus far uncovered .Supporters of the bill say it will testimony and make such recommenwas that of a woman, identified as make effective the prohibition laws of dations as might be deemed proper:
that of Miss Florence Bonnevie, sis- ' dry states" which they say, now are James G. Fitch, Frank Delgado, J. H.
Easley and N. B.
ter of the wife of the hotel proprie- violated because intoxicants are ship- Crist, Charles
tor.
ped to private individuals and havei Laughlin.
The opposing factions from Colfax
A letter addressed to Miss Flora, E the effect of nullifying the local laws.
county are headed by Dr. C. B.
Wilcox was found near the body reand John Morrow.
covered. It was dated Harlan, Iowa, PABLO VALDEZ RETURNS
, At the morning session E. D, Tltt-niaAS TELEGRAPH OPERATOR,
end a return notice on the envelope
Pablo Valdez son of Hon. Zacarias
gave the name of Herbert MoConnell.
brought up the question of per47 Main St., Harlan,
Iowa. It was Valdez, representative in the last ter- mitting the state chairman to have
ritorial legislative assembly from San power to make additional appointsigned, "Lovingly, Mamma."
Omaha, Neb., March 1. The half Miguel county, has arrived from Em ments to the state committee which
burned register of the hotel was re- poria, Kansas, where he went through power, it was Indicated by the mincovered from the debris today.
It a preparatory course as telegraph op- utes, was given him at the meeting in
shows that If all the guests registered erator. Mr. Valdez has accepted a po- Albuquerque last fall. After some dewere In the building when the fire oc sition as telegraph operatorwith the bate on the subject 'which arose over
curred they numbered about sixty. It Western Union Telegraph company In the approval of the minutes of the
His many friends
is claimed that many guests were un Las Vegas.
prior meeting. A. H. Hudspeth, the
him on his success. His state chairman, himself offered a resregistered.
Only ten names could be
deciphered. Most of the guests gave father has been his guiding star In olution . which would deprive him of
v ,
all his efforts.
that power but the committee refus
Omaha as their homes.
One man was registered from Llnd-seCalif., but his name could not be
j
made out. Fifteen guests were regIN
IN
istered as with their wives.
He will wear good- - looking, a
SERGE, SILK,
SERGE, SILK,
comfortable
fitting,
perfect
Along with dsrapapsia comoa nervousness, ileeplenness and genFOULARDS
eral ill health. Why I Because a disordered stomach does not permit
e
FOULARDS,
of
Shoes
hoes.
individuality
.the food to be assimilated and carried to the blood. On the other hand,
SEEK SOLDIERS
AND
AND
the blood ia charged with poisons which come from this disordered
built right into them "
brain
with
digestion. In turn, the nerves are not fed on good, red blood and we
FOR PROTECTION
MESSALINES
MESSALINES
gee those symptoms of nervous breakdown. It is not head work that
by the most skillful shoe mak-does it, but poor stomach work. With poor thin blood the body is not
bronchitis
of
consumpin the country.
,
era
attack
of
the
germs
grip
protected against
EVERY GARMENT
EVERY GARMENT
tion. Fortify the body now with
Washington, D. C, March 1. Wommesmart
The
the
toee,
high
en from all parts of tha country flockDR. PIERCE'S
ed into Washington today to partidlum toee and the new raced- - 9
cipate Monday in the Woman Suffrage
Ing toea with low, flat heala all
pageant to emphasize on the people
In
both
medicinal
liquid
from
extract
native
an
alterative
re here.
prescribed
plants,
generally, and the incoming congress
and tablet form by Dr. B. V. Pierce, over 40 years uxo.
in particular, the "nation-wid- e
demand
Inan
as
Button or " Bluchers In all Z
worth
More than 40 years of experience has proven its superior
for an amendment to the constitution
It invigorates and regulates
vlgorating- stomach tonic and blood pnrifler.
can
'
whole
It
the
them
and
system.
liver
..s
and
the
bowels,
stomach,
through
of the United States
leathers.
enfranchising
now also be bad in
tablet form of most dealers in medicine.
women."
If not, send 60 cents in
stamp for trial box to Dr. Pierce s Invalids
Hotel and Surgical Institute, Buffalo. N.Y.
The parade will" form at 8 o'clock
Monday afternoon at the peace monu
Adviser-ment under the :!west front of the
A BOOK OT 1008 PAGES HANDSOMELY BOimD IN
is
IS AJTOMPLETE
AND
MEDICINE
;,
PHYSIOLOGY.
HYGIENE.
ANATOMY,
:
capitcL
Hcrcc. BU!!31Q. w.T.
ausuktut U
HOME PHYSICIAN. Bona 41 ono-ceImpressed by the crush In the
streets yesterday which the police
were powerless to control, Miss Alice
Paul, chairman of the Joint Suffrage
Procession committee, renewed efforts today to procure a military escort for Monday's, pageant. She had
a conference with Secretary Stimson,
1
"
urging the need tor a military force
to aid the police in clearing the street.
The secretary said he would see
s
TO EAT
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING
if the request could be complied with.
Ojit shoe prices may aound m
'
It had been refused previously bevey fa miliar but you'll traVel a Z
cause all available troops will be
Wash Fabrics, Laces, Trimmings Embroideries, Etc., in
Variety
,on way If you- try to match
preparing for the inauguration parade
on the following day.
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IT FORKED BOTH WAYS.
Washington, D. C, Mtrch 1. Hard
coal companies increased the wages
of ther employes at the rate of $4,00'',-0(K- )
a year by the strike agreement
or lost May and increased the price
of anthracite to consumers $in,4"(,-000- ,
according to a report based on an
the bureau of ribor,
investigation
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